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FOCUS: Research

12 TPI Member Has Role in MLB Little League Classic
Tuckahoe Turf Farms was the sod supplier for this field renovation.

14 TLI Research Update
Read about research funded by the TPI Foundation—The Lawn Institute.
16 Rooted in Research
The inaugural column of this new feature highlights topics from the ITRC.
20 TPI 2017 Summer Program Recap
See highpoints from the July TPI Summer Program held in conjunction with the ITRC.
28 ITRC & TPI Visit Tuckahoe Turf Farms
Attendees learn how Tuckahoe markets to high profile venues and soccer moms.
32 TPI Visits Trump National Bedminster
Just 3 days after the Women’s U.S. Open attendees learned how sod was key to the play.
34 TPI Keynote—Trends in Agriculture
This informative and entertaining presentation grabbed audience attention.

36 Meet the Jaspersons
This feature on industry leaders highlights this Wisconsin family and their operation.
42 Innovation & Generations—Spotlight on NG Turf
Read how the second generation of this 32-year-old company is helping it grow.
46 Sod Farmers: Players in the Sports Turf Industry
In this reprint, read answers to questions posed to TPI members by SportsTurf magazine.
49 STMA Announces Contest Winner
The Sports Turf Managers Association winner of ‘Stars and Stripes’ mowing pattern contest.
52 To Succeed as a Leader, Share the Big Picture
Five strategies a leader can use to foster a workplace where every employee feels valued.
54 7 Secrets That Increase Your Leadership Impact
Employ these secrets and increase your leadership impact to set up your team for success.
56 How to Make Your Training Stick
The brain retains a small percentage of information delivered. Here are tips to increase that.
58 How to Win Over Stubborn Gatekeepers
Tips to make the gatekeeper a champion for your cause to reach beyond the gate.
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PRESIDENT’S TURF
Looking Forward

TPI Board of Trustees
Jimmy Fox

You missed out! That’s right, you missed out! If you didn’t make it to New
Jersey for the Summer Program, you missed out. The International Turfgrass
Research Conference, coupled with TPI’s program, was much more than I
envisioned. The tours of so many sod and turf related venues were excellent;
Rutgers research facility and faculty were amazing; and getting to visit with
other TPI friends and family was the icing on the cake!
I struggled finding time to make this trip, like many of you, but being on the
board I felt obligated to go. Now I feel guilty for attending—out of obligation!
The TPI board and staff have been committed to providing top-level education
and venues that promote learning and comradery in the Turfgrass Industry,
and this trip did not disappoint. If you choose to attend a TPI event, you will
never be disappointed. That is the board’s commitment to TPI!
Let’s talk youth sports. The biggest craze sweeping the world right now
is youth sports—and especially youth soccer! This may be the biggest
opportunity to promote natural grass in our lifetime. Drought, chemical bans,
GMO fears, and synthetic turf have all had a negative effect on natural grass
and its acceptance. Youth soccer is overcoming all those negative issues. Soccer
moms don’t want synthetic (plastic grass); kids don’t want “rug rash;” and
people don’t worry about water issues when they are focused on player safety.
We as an industry need to help every elementary school, high school, and
sports complex that is struggling with turf health. A poor field is our worst
advertising. We owe it to our local communities and to our own businesses
to get involved, even if it means time, effort, and no immediate return on our
investment, to help educate local field managers on how to make the best use
of their resources. Helping to keep good turf in our communities will raise the
demand for natural grass!
New varieties are allowing us to push the limits of wear and water use. I saw
a tall fescue trial at Rutgers with acceptable turf quality after 76 days without
water! Some of the new hybrid bermudagrasses are seeing a 30-40 percent
reduction in water use, while maintaining their color. This renewed push for
natural grass by the soccer movement is creating demand for cutting-edge
grasses that have a more positive impact on the environment and help protect
our natural resources.
I firmly believe that being involved with TPI helps put us all in touch with
researchers and growers that are experiencing success with this movement. We
should all be pushing each other to reach a little higher, stretch our limits a
little further, and take advantage of this positive business climate.
May God continue to bless your family and your business.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S TURF
New Brunswick, New Jersey, are only two of many
recent “News” for TPI
As we continue through the latter part of 2017 I
can’t help but think of the many “news” that we
are experiencing—and it’s exciting to be on board.
New relationships, new websites, new materials, and
yes New Brunswick, New Jersey. Our new Twitter
account for the The Lawn Institute (TLI) may only
give me 140 characters, but thankfully there is more
room here to highlight recent events.
New Jersey was a fantastic trip, and we all had a
great time teaming up with university leaders from
around the world as the 2017 TPI Summer Program
was held in conjunction with the International
Turfgrass Research Conference (ITRC) in New
Brunswick, NJ, from July 16 to 21. Approximately 450
turfgrass researchers participated and gave updates
on current turfgrass research projects from around
the world. Over the course of five days, speakers gave
updates on new varieties, new technologies, and new
collaborations that impact the turfgrass industry.
Much of this is featured in a new section of Turf
News that we’re excited to announce called “Rooted
in Research.” This will be a new addition to Turf
News highlighting recent advancements in turfgrass
research that impact producers and their clientele.
“Rooted in Research” was chosen to illustrate our
members’ commitment to scientifically-based and
environmentally-responsible management practices
based on proven research. It begins on page 16 and the
inaugural edition includes a brief overview of several
of the various research projects presented at the ITRC
in New Jersey.
ITRC also was a great opportunity to make new
connections in Asia, Australia, Austria, Canada, Germany,
Italy, and the United Kingdom on behalf of TPI. We
discussed new collaborations and travel that we hope prove
beneficial to producers everywhere. I will be representing
TPI at the European Turfgrass Producers Seminar and Turf
Expo in the Netherlands from September 28 to 29, 2017,
and look forward to making new connections there as well
as strengthening existing ones.

Please follow us on Twitter!
4

Casey Reynolds, PhD

We have created new relationships with the United
States Green Building Council (USGBC) and the
Greenscapes Alliance. TPI joined USGBC last month
as an organizational member and I am excited about
working with them on our behalf. As a leader in Green
Building Initiatives, the USGBC is an important
partner and we will continue to foster this partnership
to achieve our collective goal of creating Green
buildings and spaces in vastly-growing urban areas.
We have added new TPI board members and immersed
our new staff in TPI operations. We have a new Twitter
account for The Lawn Institute @TLIhealthylawns that
already had 250 followers by late July and we’ve added
over 100 new followers to the TPI account
@TPITurf Talk. We’ve made progress on new member
benefits and publications and have begun putting a new
face on many older TPI publications as well.
As one of the newest members of the TPI staff and
family, it’s exciting to merge the many established
traditions of TPI with new ones. On behalf of the TPI
staff, we look forward to serving you now, in Tucson,
and beyond.
Cheers,

"As one of the newest members of
the TPI staff and family, it’s
exciting to merge the many
established traditions of TPI with
new ones."

Turfgrass Producers International: @TPITurfTalk
The Lawn Institute: @TLIhealthylawns
TPI Turf News September/October 2017

TPI NEWS
WHAT’S HAPPENING NOW
NEW MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY COMING
Watch your mailbox for your membership directory, scheduled to mail October 1. This is a great resource
to help you patronize TPI member companies for all your industry-related needs.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

TPI 2018 INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
CONFERENCE & FIELD DAY
February 12-15, 2018
Tucson, Arizona – USA
Westin La Paloma Resort
Field Day Host: Evergreen Turf, Inc.
Watch your inbox in the coming weeks
for information about education,
speakers, registration, lodging, and
associated events!

MEMBER BENEFITS
HEALTH INSURANCE FOR 2018—WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Mass Marketing Insurance Consulting, Inc., TPI’s health insurance afﬁnity partner,
has notiﬁed us of the following information for health insurance for 2018:
The open enrollment period for anyone wishing to apply for an Individual
policy will be 45 days, from November 1, 2017 to December 15, 2017. If you
do not enroll in a health plan during those dates, you will be ineligible to
obtain coverage unless you have a qualifying event, such as involuntary loss of health coverage, marriage,
becoming a US citizen, or a permanent move to another state.
If you wish to establish a group plan (for companies with two or more employees), your group is not
subject to any open enrollment period and you can enroll in a group plan at any time throughout the year.

NEW PUBLICATIONS FOR TPI MEMBERS COMING SOON
New member-only publications are being developed for TPI members that will include information on pest
control, sod installation and watering, home lawn management, and more. These publications are intended
for TPI members to offer as educational resources for their customers and will replace those previously
available to TPI members.
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TPI NEWS
WHAT TO KNOW
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER!
Keep up on industry-related news by following TPI’s ofﬁcial Twitter feed at @TPITurfTalk. You can help
promote TPI by retweeting posts from this account. Help us get to 1,000 followers!

MEMBER NEEDS SURVEY TO LAUNCH FOR ALL MEMBERS IN FALL
Watch your inbox for a TPI member needs survey coming this fall. This short survey will collect information
about your needs and preferences concerning various TPI functions, including events, member beneﬁts,
and publications, as well as information about your business such as labor issues and your budget for
seeds, supplies, and equipment. This information will remain anonymous and will be used in aggregate by
TPI staff members to improve your member experience as we plan for the coming years.

TPI HONORS AND AWARDS PROGRAM
Do you know a deserving individual who should be recognized for their contributions to the industry?
If so, please consider nominating them for recognition through the TPI Awards Program.
The program acknowledges the tremendous contributions of deserving individuals in several categories
based on nominations submitted by their peers. Award categories include TPI’s Honorary Member Award,
Distinguished Service Award, Innovator of the Year Award, and Turfgrass Education Award of Excellence.

2018 DR. HENRY W. INDYK SCHOLARSHIP
Applications for the 2018 Dr. Henry W. Indyk Scholarship are now being
accepted by The Lawn Institute. TPI members, their family, their employees,
and their employee’s families who will be attending college or graduate
school during the 2018-19 academic year are encouraged to apply. More
information is on page 8 in this issue and at:
http://www.thelawninstitute.org/pages/science/scholarships/.

2018 MEDIA KITS
Media Kits will be available by October 1 and will detail the advertising and sponsorship opportunities
available with Turfgrass Producers International for the 2018 calendar year! There will be an early
commitment discount for orders placed by December 31, 2017. If you haven’t received yours when you
are ready to think about next year’s advertising or have any questions, contact Karen Cooper by email
kcooper@TurfGrassSod.org or call her at 847-737-7631.

PHOTOS OF TPI EVENTS AVAILABLE ON SMUGMUG
Did you know that TPI members can view pictures from past conventions and conferences on Smug Mug?
Visit: www.tpiphotos.smugmug.com/ to take a journey down memory lane.

TPI Turf News September/October 2017
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2006 TLI INDYK SCHOLAR
RECEIVES CSSA 2017 AWARD
By Steve Trusty

The Crop Science Society of America
(CSSA) has announced the recipient
of their CSSA Early Career Award.
The award recognizes individuals
who have made an outstanding
contribution in crop science within
seven years of completing their final
degree (BS, MS, or PhD).
This year’s recipient is Dr. James D.
(Jay) McCurdy, Mississippi State
University. Well before Jay became
Dr. McCurdy he was a recipient of
The Lawn Institute’s Dr. Henry W.
Indyk Scholarship in 2006, the year
it was established.
Jay McCurdy is an Assistant
Professor and Extension Specialist
at Mississippi State University. He
received a BS from the University of
Tennessee-Martin, a MS from the
University of Tennessee-Knoxville,
and a PhD from Auburn University.
His research of weed ecology and
management within urban ecosystems
focuses upon decreased pesticide use
and increased wildlife habitat.
Jay teaches and advises students
studying Weed Science and
Turfgrass Management. He
has authored 19 peer-reviewed
publications as well as numerous
trade and Extension articles.
McCurdy provides leadership
for the Mississippi Turfgrass
Association. He serves as editor for
the Mississippi Turfgrass Magazine
and as Associate Editor for the
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International Turfgrass Society
proceedings in Agronomy Journal
and Crop Science. In cooperation
with state and regional colleagues,
he has developed new and novel
teaching and outreach programs,
including the Deep South Turf Expo
and the MSU Turfgrass Research
Field Day.
The Crop Science Society of
America (CSSA) award will be
formally presented at the CSSA
Awards Ceremony on October 23,
2017, during the scientific society’s
Annual Meeting in Tampa with
the ceremony held at the Tampa
Marriott Waterside Hotel.
The annual awards are presented
for outstanding contributions to
agronomy through education,
national and international service,
and research. The Award Evaluation
covers these areas: evidence of quality
teaching at the undergraduate and/
or graduate levels; effectiveness in
extension and outreach activities;
significance and originality of basic
and/or applied research; achievements
in private sector application of
agronomy, crop and/or soil science;
and contributions to the public
or professional organizations and
institutions. The award consists of a
certificate, a complimentary ticket to
the award ceremony, and $2,000.
When contacted by Turf News
about the award, McCurdy stated,
“Receiving the CSSA Early Career
Award is humbling, and I'm grateful
to have been nominated. I'm
reminded almost daily how wonderful
my colleagues are—in the industry
and within Mississippi State's Plant
and Soil Science Department. This
award and any success I've had are
testament to my family, students,
stakeholders, fellow employees,
mentors, and predecessors.”

The Dr. Henry W. Indyk
Scholarship
The Dr. Henry W. Indyk
Scholarship was established
by The Lawn Institute Board
of Trustees in 2006 to honor a
founding father of Turfgrass
Producers International and help
mitigate the rising costs of college
and post-graduate education.
This scholarship is available to
all Class A and B TPI members,
their family members, their
employees and their employees’
family members who are pursuing
higher education (an associate,
bachelors, masters or doctorate
degree). TLI thanks all of you
who have contributed to the
scholarship fund. This ﬁnancial
support and the encouragement
the recipients receive from
knowing their industry stands
behind them is instrumental in
enhancing their future—and
through them—the future of the
turfgrass industry.
TPI and TLI hope that all
those eligible will apply for the
scholarship. To learn more and to
download the application form,
visit The Lawn Institute website
at www.thelawninstitute.org/
pages/science/scholarships/.
Applications for the 2017-18
scholarship are due January 5,
2018.
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THANK YOU TO ALL 2017 DONORS
The Lawn Institute sincerely thanks all members that have donated to The Foundation
in 2017. In recognition of the Forever Green, Gold Partner, Green Partner and 500 Club
members, the lists below recognize those who have donated as of 8/1/17.

FOREVER GREEN/LEGACY GIVING
Hank & Mary Kerfoot (Modern Turf)
For more information go to:
www.TheLawnInstitute.org/page/forevergreen/

GOLD BENEFACTOR/OVER $5,000
Australian Lawn Concepts—John Keleher
Blue Valley Sod—Bob Weerts
Brouwer Kesmac—Eric Brouwer
Coombs Sod Farms, LLC—John Coombs
Eagle Lake Professional Landscape Supply—Eric Heuver
Emerald View Turf Farm—Eddie Keeven
Evergreen Turf, Inc.—Jimmy Fox
Heartland Turf Farms, Inc.—Tom Keeven
Jasperson Sod Farm—Randy Jasperson
Jonathan Green & Sons—Barry Green
Mountain View Seeds—Troy Kuenzi
NG Turf—Aaron McWhorter
Ostfold Gress AS—Johnny Trandem
Poyntz Inc.—Philip Poyntz
Progressive Turf Equipment—Luke Janmaat
SelecTurf Inc.—Jim Keeven
Trebro Manufacturing, Inc.—Gregg Tvetene
For more information on how you can support TLI and make
a donation in 2017 go to: ^^^;OL3H^U0UZ[P[\[LVYN
and click on SUPPORT TLI. Donations made in the calendar year
will receive recognition in our publications & personal recognition
in the Lawn Institute booth. Contributions help support turfgrass
research, education and scholarships at the following levels:

FOREVER GREEN/LEGACY GIVING
GOLD BENEFACTOR/OVER $5,000
GREEN PARTNER/$1,000–$4,999
500 CLUB/$500—$999

GREEN PARTNER/$1,000–$4,999
Advanced Equipment—John Janmaat
Bethel Farms—Will Nugent
Brouwer Sod Farms, Ltd—Gerry Brouwer
Bucyrus Equipment Company—Steven Dover
Campey Imants—Richard Campey
DeBuck's Sod Farms of NY, Inc.—Greg DeBuck
Greenhorizons Group—Ron Schiedel
John Deere Canada LLC—Charlene Raymond
Load Lifter Manufacturing—Dave Tughan
Manderley Turf Products—Greg Skotnicki
Modern Turf—Hank Kerfoot
Patten Seed/Super Sod—Ben Copeland
Piedmont Turf Farm—David McCart
Saratoga Sod—Steve Griffen
Sod Solutions—Tobey Wagner
Summit Seed—Ed Lee
Turffit Ltd.—William Baird
Zander Sod Co. Limited—Claus Zander

500 CLUB/$500—$999
Coosa Valley Turf Farms—Thomas Wolf
Laytonsville Landscaping, Inc.—Doug Lechlider
McCall Sod Farm, Inc.—James Maulden
Northern Hills Sod Farm LLC—Roch Bestgen
Oregon Turf & Tree Farms—Tom DeArmond
Purdy Farms—Ed Purdy
R.B. Farms LLC—Robbie Brady
Personal Donation—Ronald Juip
Sales Midwest—Tim Wollesen
Somerset Seed & Sod, Inc.—Andy Hutchison
Sumter Sod—Chip Block
Tri-Turf Sod Farms, Inc.—Jason Pooler
Turf Mountain Sod—Fred Pittillo

PERSONALIZE THE NEXT PAGE (Helpful Hints from The Lawn Institute) Insert your company’s business address and contact
information by going to www.TheLawnInstitute.org/pages/helpful-hints-from-the-lawn-institute/ to access The Lawn Institute’s
easy-to-use template. Then print and share with your customers—it’s free!
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HELPFUL HINTS
FROM THE LAWN INSTITUTE
IDENTIFYING TURFGRASS INSECT ACTIVITY
and mealybugs. Many of these insect species damage turf
by disrupting the vascular flow of water and nutrients as a
result of sucking, chewing, or even injecting toxins into the
plant. Unfortunately, these pests are sometime difficult to
identify due to their extremely small size, location in the
turfgrass canopy, and lack of obvious damage symptoms.

Insects provide many benefits to landscapes and golf courses
including pollination of flowering plants, decomposition of
organic residues, and aeration by tunneling arthropods such
as earthworms. However, there are also several species that
can be problematic in managed turfgrasses as a result of
their chewing and/or sucking on plant tissue, up-rooting of
turf, creating mounds that can affect mowing, and stinging
children or athletes. In order to manage turfgrass insect
pests while also protecting pollinators it is important to
properly identify damage symptoms, pests, and life cycles.
Insect damage can occur above ground on leaf tissues, at
the thatch/soil interface in stem tissues, or below ground
in roots. These symptoms often look quite different and
provide clues as to which particular insect is the culprit.
Chewing marks on turfgrass leaves or complete defoliation
are often the result of sod webworms, cutworms, or
armyworms. These caterpillars are the larval stage of moth
species and can be quite damaging. Sod webworms or fall
armyworms can defoliate lawns, sod farms, athletic fields,
or golf courses in as little as a couple of days. However,
in many perennial turfgrass species, this damage is often
superficial and the turfgrass typically recovers. In severe
outbreaks, however, treatment may be necessary and should
be applied early to prevent unacceptable damage.

Below-ground pests can be particularly difficult to
diagnose because damage isn’t apparent until aboveground symptoms are observed. As insects feed, constrict,
or disturb turfgrass roots they interrupt water transport
upward through the xylem resulting in droughty, or
yellowing turfgrass. Below-ground pests that can result
in this type of injury include many species of grubs,
nematodes, or mole crickets.
Proper identification of insect pests is extremely important
and is the first step in determining appropriate treatment
options, timing, and application method. It also provides
clarity on whether or not the damage may continue to
worsen, if the pest has moved on, or even if you should
expect additional generations later in the season.
Insects—just like weeds, diseases, and turfgrasses—vary
by country, region and climate. Through proper integrated
pest management (IPM) practices, treatment is only
necessary when damage passes a particular treatment
threshold, which is different for everyone. As always,
consult regional universities, professionals, and peers to
stay up-to-date with current insect trends and appropriate
treatment options in your area.

Other insect pests may damage turfgrass stems, crowns, or
roots by chewing, laying eggs, or tunneling. Weevil pests
such as the annual bluegrass weevil or hunting billbug cause
damage by laying their eggs in leaf sheaths. Once these
eggs hatch, the larvae begin to feed on stems and crowns
which weakens or kills the plant. Other insects present at
the thatch/soil interface include chinch bugs, mites, scales,

For more information on lawn care and helpful “How to” tips, visit The Lawn Institute at:
www.TheLawnInstitute.org.
TPI Turf News September/October 2017
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TPI MEMBER HAS ROLE
IN MLB LITTLE LEAGUE CLASSIC

The sod from Tuckahoe Turf Farms started
arriving very early in the morning of May 30.

When the BrightView crew completed their job, Benson Field was ready for play.

By Steve Trusty
Did you watch the Little League
Classic game August 20 on ESPN?
I hope you noticed the infield and
outfield. TPI member Tuckahoe Turf
Farms was involved in growing the
natural grass surface and rolling it up
and out during the week of May 30.
The natural grass was an important
part of the overall project to rebuild the
second oldest and most distinguished
Minor League Baseball venue in
the US. BB&T Ballpark at Historic
Bowman Field in Williamsport, PA, is
just a short distance from the home of
the Little League World Series.
The location and history of Bowman
Field provided an excellent backdrop
for Major League Baseball (MLB)
to honor those youngsters that play
a big part in the future of baseball.
The regular season game between the
Pirates and Cardinals was scheduled on
the first Sunday of the Little League
World Series ten-day run. The schedule
allowed time for the Major League
players to interact with the kids during
some of their games and gave the
youngsters and their families a chance
to see a major league game up close.
12

MLB knew that major work would
have to be done on the field to provide
a most suitable venue. BrightView
Sports Turf was hired for the
restoration work. The actual work on
the field began March 1. The account
manager on the project was Kevin
Moses, CSFM. Fourteen fellow
Sports Turf Managers Association
(STMA) members were part of the
BrightView team. After tearing out
the entire original field, work went
below ground with a new drainage
system and irrigation. They removed
eighteen inches of physical mass,
then constructed the playing surface
using 4,500 tons of sand and rootzone
material to prepare the base for the
natural grass. Murray Cook, president
of BrightView Sports, said that they
worked together with Tuckahoe to
grow a special four variety blend of
Kentucky bluegrasses. BrightView
also oversaw the installation of new
foul poles, bullpens, a batter’s eye,
and backstop net to meet MLB
requirements. The new field was
inaugurated for the Williamsport
Crosscutters’ (Class-A affiliate of the
Philadelphia Phillies) home opener
June 20.

The field also looks good under the lights and
was prepared to look great on TV.

The project was paid for my MLB
and state grants and is a part of
MLB’s giving back. As Bud Selig
said during his Hall of Fame speech,
“Baseball life is more than just balls
and strikes. It’s about giving back,
living and dying with each game
and working passionately to ensure
we provide new opportunities for
those who need it most.”
Steve Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
Photos courtesy BrightView Sports Turf.
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THE LAWN INSTITUTE
TURFGRASS RESEARCH UPDATE
Compiled by Steve Trusty
The Lawn Institute was established in 1955 to assist in
and encourage the improvement of lawns and recreational
turf through research, education and scholarships. Among
its many activities, The Lawn Institute funds research
conducted by some of the world’s most respected turfgrass
scientists and institutions. The Lawn Institute is the
Foundation of Turfgrass Producers International.

Background
The structure of The Lawn Institute’s research funding
process was refined in the 1990s, resulting in a clearly
defined protocol for the three steps of the process: call for
research proposals, evaluation, and project selection.
The Lawn Institute established a Research Committee
which soon was structured to bring together members
from different segments of the turfgrass industry,
including turfgrass sod producers and university turfgrass
specialists and researchers—who jointly contribute broadbased industry knowledge to the process.
The Lawn Institute’s current (2016-2017) Research Committee
is chaired by Duane Klundt, Grassland Oregon, Salem, OR,
a supplier representative and a turfgrass consultant. Vicechair is Mike Pope, Harmony Outdoor Brands, Lakewood
Ranch, FL, a supplier representative. Steve Griffen, Sarasota
Sod Farm, Stillwater, NY, a turfgrass sod producer and
a member of The Lawn Institute Board, serves as Board
Liaison. Three committee members are university turfgrass
specialists and researchers: Dr. Brian Horgan, University
of Minnesota; Dr. John Sorochan, University of Tennessee;
and Dr. Mike Richardson, University of Arkansas. Two of
the current committee members head the development and
coordination of major research programs, Dr. Mike Kenna,
director of green section research for the United States Golf
Association (USGA); and Kevin Morris, executive director of
the National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP). Morris
also is president of the National Turfgrass Federation (NTF),
a consortium of associations and companies focused on public
relations, outreach and lobbying efforts to advance programs
important to the turfgrass industry.
A major change in research grew from the inclusion of
turfgrass in the Specialty Crops Research Initiative added
to the 2007 Farm Bill. The turfgrass sod producers were
part of the efforts to insert language into that legislation to
designate turfgrass as a specialty crop. That has qualified
turfgrass researchers to apply for funding. The USDA
Agricultural Research Service (ARS) coordinates the
14

national research programs for turfgrass through the
National Turfgrass Research Initiative (NTRI). A separate
USDA department, the National Institute of Food and
Agriculture (NIFA), primarily focuses its research funding
support to state and regional programs.
Kenna and Morris are continually tracking research,
including that funded through this initiative, so they are
aware of what has been done in specific areas and what
research is ongoing. That knowledge helps in The Lawn
Institute Research Committee’s decision-making process.
They’re also sensitive to the costs involved in research and
whether a funding request is in line with industry standards.
The committee reviews proposals with regard to their
importance to sod producers and to issues faced by the
entire turfgrass industry. Good, solid science must be
at the core of any project considered. The committee’s
recommendations are submitted to The Lawn Institute
Board for their decision on approval.

The Lawn Institute Research Committee meeting was held on February 21,
2017, in Tampa, Florida, in conjunction with TPI’s International Education
Conference & Field Day. Attendees, pictured from left to right are: The
Lawn Institute Board Liaison, Steve Griffen; Committee members: Kevin
Morris, Duane Klundt, Mike Kenna, and John Sorochan; TPI staff members: Jim Novak, Suz Trusty and Sandy Reynolds. TPI members are welcome to sit in on The Lawn Institute Research Committee meeting. Hugh
Dampney, Hank Kerfoot and Gary Wilber took advantage of that option.

The Lawn Institute’s Current
Research Grants
The following research grants received The Lawn Institute
funding during 2016-2017.
“Soil Temperature Reduction and Sensing Methods for
Extending Harvested Turf ‘Shelf Life’ and Improving
Sod Quality,” is scheduled for completion at the end of
2017. The principal investigator is Dr. Bingru Huang of
Rutgers University.
“Documenting Water Use in Turfgrass in the United
States” is ongoing, with the principal investigator Dr. John
Stier of the University of Tennessee. This research project
began in 2015-2016 and is scheduled for completion in
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2017-2018. The Lawn Institute will continue funding of
this research through that date.
“Turfgrass Irrigation and It’s Impact on Heat Island
Mitigation & Energy Consumption” is ongoing, with the
principal investigator Dr. Bernd Leinauer of New Mexico
State University. This research project was approved in
2015, with funding beginning in 2016-2017 and pledged
to continue through the scheduled completion of the
project at the end of 2019.
The “USGA/NTEP National Evaluation of Cool-Season
Turfgrass Water Use And Drought Resistance” is ongoing,
with the principal investigators Kevin Morris of NTEP
and Dr. Mike Kenna of the USGA. (As The Lawn
Institute Research Committee members, Morris and
Kenna abstained from voting on funding this trial.) The
Lawn Institute’s funding support for this project began
in 2016-2017 and will continue through 2019. The trial is
scheduled for completion in 2020.
In their statement of the problem to be addressed by their
project, McKenna and Morris reported, “Turfgrass is
being scrutinized for its water use, leading to restriction or
replacement of turf in some areas, notably California. Water
utilities, looking to reduce outdoor water use, have led
the charge to encourage homeowners, municipalities and
businesses to reduce or replace turf, often offering financial
incentives. The turfgrass industry has been working to
develop cultivars that use less water, but there is a need to
evaluate, on a national level, actual water use rates of these
new cultivars. To address this, the project has established
such trials at multiple locations, using cool-season grass
species to document water savings of new cultivars under
rainout shelters and zone-level irrigation systems.”
Of course The Lawn Institute is not the major entity
funding a research project of this magnitude. As discussed
during the 2016 The Lawn Institute Research Committee
Meeting, the USGA has budgeted considerable funding
to conduct the national water use and drought tolerance
trial, utilizing NTEP as its evaluation organization.
Other groups, such as the Washington Turfgrass Seed
Commission, are providing funding as well.
As addressed in The Lawn Institute Research Committee
discussions and noted within the section on significant
potential benefits of the project findings, “… it is important
the turf industry come together to cooperate on a project
such as this, demonstrating that reducing water use is
important to this industry, as well as to show that we have
been successful in reducing water use.” For The Lawn
Institute, it is highly beneficial to join forces with the
USGA, NTEP and other participating groups on this
project. As further noted, “This will put The Lawn Institute
in a leadership position, aligning with other national groups
to focus on turfgrass water use and conservation.”
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A Rainout shelter, such as this one at the Rutgers Adelphia Turf Farm, is
rolled over the testing area when rainfall is predicted to prevent moisture
from reaching the grasses being tested for conditions under no watering for
specified periods

Outreach
Turfgrass research has become a cooperative effort,
involving multiple entities to drive scientific research in
key areas, provide funding for it and ensure the results are
accessible to those that will benefit from them.
The Lawn Institute has long been one of the most
respected authorities in the world among turfgrass
professionals and scientists for monitoring, reporting and
interpreting the latest advances in turfgrass research,
landscape horticulture, and agronomic science.
The Lawn Institute is taking a pro-active stance in
communicating the benefits of turfgrass to the public. Outreach
through the website www.thelawninstitute.org and press releases
addressing industry-related issues are proving effective.
In addition, the collective efforts of The Lawn Institute and
Turfgrass Producers International, along with the Irrigation
Association (IA), the Outdoor Power Equipment Institute
(OPEI), the National Hispanic Landscape Alliance (NHLA),
and the leadership of the National Association of Landscape
Professionals (NALP), the 2017 National Lawn Care Month
campaign achieved over 1.4 million impressions worldwide.
Another, highly visible outreach is attracting attention as
well. The Lawn Institute (along with Turfgrass Producers
International) is a sponsor of the Grass Roots initiative,
a collaboration between NTF and the U. S. National
Arboretum (operated by the USDA-ARS). The Grass
Roots interactive display in Washington, DC, showcases
the uses of turf, the management of turf, the benefits of
turf, and the value of turf.
Klundt says, “The many benefits of turfgrass are proven
facts, backed by scientific evidence revealed through
research. The Lawn Institute funding has, and continues
to, assist in providing this information to the industry and,
through The Lawn Institute’s outreach efforts, to the public.
It’s a valuable role that has world-wide consequences.”
Steve Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
All photos by Steve Trusty.
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ROOTED IN RESEARCH
INTERNATIONAL TURFGRASS RESEARCH
CONFERENCE UPDATES
By Casey Reynolds, PhD
“Rooted in Research” is a new
addition to Turf News that is designed
to highlight turfgrass research
that impacts producers and their
clients. “Rooted in Research” was
chosen to illustrate our members’
commitment to scientifically-based
and environmentally-responsible
management practices based on
proven research. In each issue we
will be focusing on a particular area
of turfgrass science, recent research
findings, current grant proposals, or
other news of interest.
The inaugural edition of this new
section is devoted to updates from
the International Turfgrass Research
Conference (ITRC) which was held
in New Brunswick, NJ, from July 16
to 21. Over 450 university, industry,
and allied association personnel
attended this event where research
impacting the turfgrass industry was
presented from over 30 U.S. states
and 26 countries. Research areas of
interest that were presented included:
climate, plant health and physiology,
management, planting practices, pest
control, nutrient fate, plant breeding,
stress tolerance, sports field drainage,
new technologies, market trends,
consumer preferences, and more.
While it would be impossible to
include them all, a few brief highlights
of the conference sessions that I was
able to attend are listed here.
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Turfgrass and Climate Change

“Increased variability in
precipitation during the summer
months will continue to occur and so
will the number of extreme events”
– Dr. Jerry Hatﬁeld, USDA-ARS,
National Lab for Agriculture
and the Environment
The effects of increased temperatures, more variable precipitation, and increased
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere have been well-documented for grain crops,
pastures, and rangeland plant species but information on turfgrasses is limited.
While climate change is often discussed as a whole, there are vast differences in
increasing temperatures resulting from urban heat islands as opposed to rural
areas. Daily minimum temperatures have increased more than daily maximums
and this impacts the relationship between plant photosynthesis and respiration,
the migration of warm-season turfgrasses further north, longer and more
frequent insect outbreaks, and other variables. Turfgrasses can play a positive role,
especially in urban areas where they mitigate heat increases, protect watersheds
by capturing stormflow, and sequester atmospheric carbon dioxide. Adequate soil
preparation will be a key tool moving forward in allowing turfgrasses to capture
and store periodic rainfall, especially during extreme events.

Consumer Preferences for Information Choices

“As people get older, they trust their families less”
– Dr. Chengyan Yue, University of Minnesota
The speaker in the afternoon session of Microbiomes and Information
Science did not intend to get this response but was interrupted with laughter
when making that comment while discussing the results of a survey of
2,167 homeowners. The objectives of this research were to determine where
consumers go to receive lawn care information, who they consider trustworthy,
and what information they find useful. Researchers evaluated data from
TPI Turf News September/October 2017

participants with varying age, sex, education, marital status, income, family
size, presence of pets, employment status, and region of the country to
determine how they rank trustworthiness and usefulness of information from
different sources.
The sources people could choose for lawn care information in this study included:
family, friends, neighbors, lawn care companies, garden centers/hardware stores,
university extension specialists, and regional water management authorities.
The results suggest that turfgrass consumers found information from families,
university extension specialists, and garden centers the most trustworthy, but
found garden centers/hardware stores, families, and lawn care companies as the
most useful. In general, consumers with different socio-demographics differ in
their preferences for information sources on turfgrass products or lawn care, so
providers should market products to their customers by varying means.

Turfgrass Selection and
Clipping Management

“Carbon sequestration is one of the
many benefits of turfgrasses, and
returning clippings increases soil carbon
and nitrogen”

Winter Survival of
Zoysiagrass Hybrids in
the Transition Zone

– Quincy Law, Purdue University
Previous research has indicated that turfgrass lawns have the capacity to sequester
an enormous amount of carbon as a result of their natural ability to capture
atmospheric carbon dioxide. The intensity of turfgrass management practices
as well as the relative growth rate of turfgrass species all impact the amount of
carbon stored. Less than three years after establishment, data from this research
suggest that tall fescue accumulated more soil carbon than Kentucky bluegrass
and returning grass clippings for two years increased soil carbon and nitrogen.

NTEP Turfgrass Water Use and
Drought Resistance

“Tall fescue, which we’re now
apparently calling
Lolium arundinaceum …”
– Kevin Morris, NTEP
That comment made by Kevin Morris when speaking about tall fescue
prompted a chuckle from attendees. Taxonomists of the world have argued
for some time now about whether or not the Latin name for tall fescue should
fall under the Lolium genus. It has gone from Festuca arundinacea Schreb.,
to Schedonorus arundinaceus (Schreb.) Dumort, and now perhaps to Lolium
arundinaceum (Schreb.) S. J. Darbyshire. We’ll just have to let them sort it out …
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“Its amazing the amount of
time and energy it takes to
release a new variety”
– Dr. Jack Fry,
Kansas State University
Zoysiagrass (Zoysia spp.) has many
desirable characteristics often
associated with warm-season
turfgrasses, but many of the finertextured species lack freezing
tolerance. This limits their use in much
of the transition zone of the United
States. Two fine-textured interspecific
hybrids were evaluated for winter
survival alongside several industry
standards from 2013-16. Dr. Fry
indicated that in this particular case
it took over 10 years to go from initial
screenings to a final plant registration
and subsequent release.
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Buffalograss Tolerance to Sandy Soil,
Trafﬁc, and Shade

Tuckahoe Turf
Farms Tour

“Thirty years of buffalograss
breeding has resulted in significant
improvements that warrant rethinking how we consider
using buffalograss”
–Dr. Keenan Amundsen,
Photo by Suz Trusty

University of Nebraska

Buffalograss (Buchloe dactyloides (Nutt.) J.T. Columbus) is a turfgrass species
commonly considered to be native to North America. It is unique from other
turfgrasses in the fact that it is a dioecious plant, meaning that it has male and
female flowers on separate plants. It is often used as low-maintenance turfgrass
or in areas where the turfgrass is allowed to flower which gives the appearance
of a prairie. However, it has not been traditionally thought of by many as a
turfgrass species with a wide range of use.
Dr. Amundsen makes the case that turfgrass breeding efforts have resulted
in significant improvements in buffalograss that may make it more suitable
for future plantings. He and his team examined data from the 1991, 1996,
and 2002 National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP) trials as well as
planted 104 genotypes in June 2008. They recorded visual quality data on
plots with and without traffic applied from a Brinkman Traffic Simulator.
After two years of moderate traffic, 70 genotypes were minimally affected and
two experimental genotypes were consistently top performers, indicating the
potential for further improvements through plant breeding. In a separate study,
these researchers evaluated 52 genotypes under 0, 30, and 60 percent shade.
Significant differences were exhibited there as well and three genotypes were
rated as top performers, again showing potential for improvements through
plant breeding. The data presented in this study indicate that there may be
potential to expand the range and adaptation of buffalograss into environments
and uses that were not recommended previously.

“Cows don’t go to school”
– Allen Carter,
New Jersey Farm Bureau Vice
President and Tuckahoe Turf Farms
This quote was used in reference
to the New Jersey Department of
Agriculture Farmland Preservation
Program which allows landowners
to restrict the deeds to their
land for future farm use only.
TPI members in attendance
were interested in what it’s like
maintaining farms so close to
major metropolitan areas, so one
of our hosts, Allen Carter, began
discussing some of the nuances of
local regulations and politics.
The phrase “Cows don’t go to
school” was used to illustrate the
point that not only does farmland
protect the local environment, recharge groundwater, provide goods
and services, and create jobs, it also
reduces the tax burden for local
citizens by limiting the amount of
infrastructure, roads, buses, and
schools necessary to support land
that would otherwise be developed
into residential neighborhoods.
Casey Reynolds, PhD,
is executive director of
Turfgrass Producers International.
All photos by Steve Trusty
unless noted otherwise.

ITRC Attendees gave their rapt attention to the speakers as they provided information on
their research.
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Precious. Pure. Perfect.

When you choose sod seed, you’re making a commitment. Just like a diamond ring in a long-term relationship,
you choose the best and purest because she deserves it and you’re in it for the long haul.
We’ve made that same commitment with our TURF PRODUCERS’ SELECT™ seed. We produce it in blending
facilities dedicated to blending sod seed, ensuring purity. We dig in, analyzing test reports and collecting data
on every region, grower and ﬁeld history, just like a jeweler with a magnifying glass. Because you deserve it.

Relationships are what we like to grow most.

Sod Seed Specialist Larr y Humphreys has been on the leading edge of seed genetics
for more than 40 years. For questions or to order your TURF PRODUCERS’ SELECT ™
today, contac t Larr y Humphreys at larr y @ tur fproducersselec t.com.
landmark
turNews
fandnativeseed.com
TPI Turf
September/October 2017
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TPI'S 2017
SUMMER PROGRAM RECAP
TPI’s 2017 Summer Program wowed participants. The
two-day event, with an optional third day of activities, was
centered in New Brunswick, New Jersey, in conjunction
the 2017 International Turfgrass Research Conference
(ITRC) held July 16-21.
Approximately 450 turfgrass researchers from across the
world gathered to join in the ITRC’s once-every-four
year educational and networking experience conducted
by the International Turfgrass Society. With the United
States as host of this 14th Annual ITRC, the event took
place in North America for the first time since 1993. Dr.
Bruce Clarke, ITS President and Director of the Center
for Turfgrass Science of Rutgers University, and his team
of researchers and support staff, did an incredible job of
coordinating the sessions and local activities, as well as
hosting participants at the Rutgers research facilities.

Tuckahoe Turf Farms, Inc., in Hammonton, NJ was
Wednesday’s first stop. This family-owned business is
currently operated by the third generation. With over 700
acres of premium turfgrass sod in production, the company
has established a strong foothold in the sports turf market
while effectively serving a wide range of clients from federal,
state and locally-owned public facilities and universities
to homeowners. Their expansive operation extends to the
far tree line (in picture bottom page 21). A trip around the
perimeter of the farm is 6.5 miles. More details on what
they do and how they do it can be found in the article, “TPI
Visits Tuckahoe Turf Farms,” beginning on page 28.

The tours brought much to see and much to learn at
every stop. A huge “Thank You” goes to each of the
tour stop hosts and their staffs who welcomed the
group enthusiastically and did a great job of providing
information and answering questions.
TPI staff and board members greeted attendees as they
gathered to fill the two buses for Wednesday’s joint TPI/
ITRC Technical Tour. With six different technical tour
groups departing at approximately the same time the
loading area was a mini-United Nations of people all united
in the quest to learn more about turfgrasses. Participants
picked up boxed breakfasts to munch while traveling.
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After the tour and a savory and satisfying barbeque lunch
at Tuckahoe Turf Farms, attendees boarded the buses for
the trip to Monmouth Park Racetrack in Oceanport, NJ.
This Jersey Shore thoroughbred horse racing facility is
world-renowned (it hosted the Breeders Cup in 2007) and
easily accessible, just 35 miles from New Brunswick and
52 miles from New York City. Their 2017 racing season
started May 9 and ends September 18, with races held
Friday nights, Saturdays and Sundays. Monmouth Park’s
boarding facilities will accommodate 1600 horses; 1100
were onsite at the time of the tour.
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To provide better cushioning for the horses, turf height is
maintained at four-and-one-half-inches and typically mowed
twice a week. Most race days, four to five races are run on the
turf course, each with from seven to twelve horses. The crew
repairs divots between races. If the turf course is overly wet, a
race will be switched to the main course and owners allowed
to withdraw their horse with no penalty. (Bottom page 20)
Compaction is monitored and core samples are pulled each
morning. Irrigation is heaviest early in the week, allowing
the courses to dry down for race days. The turf track has four
configurations—which can be alternated daily—on the hedge
and set at 12, 24 or 36 feet out using moveable, temporary
rails, designed to slip into sub-surface PVC piping. Flexible
rubber surrounds the PVC pipe and extends up through the
turf to guide rail placement (below). After the racing season,
the turf is mowed short, core aerated, slit seeded with tall
fescue, and fertilized. From then through early March, the
total turf surface is covered with 46 150-foot by 50-foot
tarps—otherwise the geese would eat the grass to the ground.

THANK YOU
TPI SUMMER PROGRAM
SPONSORS
Barenbrug
Brouwer Kesmac
Bucyrus Equipment Company Inc.
Cameron Financial
FireFly Equipment
Jacklin Seed
Landmark Turf & Native Seed
Mountain View Seeds
Progressive Turf Equipment Inc.
Redox Chemicals LLC
Trebro Manufacturing, Inc.
Trimax Mowing Systems
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Buses were rolling again Wednesday evening, as all ITRC and TPI Summer Program attendees were invited to the
ITRC Cocktail Party, BBQ Dinner and Entertainment event held at Rutgers' Hort Farm II. The 30-acre facility,
managed by Rutgers’ Center for Turfgrass Science, is dedicated almost exclusively to studying fined textured turf for
use on golf courses and athletic fields. The Rutgers staff had prepared site plans for attendees who wished to take a selfguided tour and had posted signage on the research plots complete with a QR Code that linked to information about
that research. Dr. Bruce Clarke took the mic to welcome attendees.
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Thursday started with a continental
breakfast at The Heldrich Hotel, followed
by a welcome by TPI President Jimmy Fox,
who also introduced the Keynote Speaker
Damian Mason. Highlights of Mason’s
presentation, “Agriculture: Trends, Topics
& Tomorrow” start on page 34. Attendees
then headed by bus to Trump National
Golf Club Bedminster, where they
gathered for the group photo above. See
the article, “TPI Visits Trump National
Bedminster,” beginning on page 32 for
information about the course.

Seeda-Vator
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Versatility of one machine with 5
interchangeable shafts and seed box
attachment for multiple jobs.
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After the visit to Trump National Bedminster, the
group headed to Ninety Acres, a farm to table restaurant
in Natirar Park for lunch in the wine cellar and a tour
of the organic and sustainable farming operations that
provide much of the restaurant’s food.

The next tour stop was the United States Golf Association
(USGA) Testing Facility and Museum. Dr. Mike Kenna,
director of green section research for the USGA, met the
group and connected them with the USGA personnel
who would explain several of their golf ball and golf club
testing protocols.
A short walk brought attendees to the USGA Museum
where staff members provided an overview of several of the
USGA Museum’s exhibit rooms. Group members then had
the opportunity to browse through the areas of the Museum
that most interested them, gaining a bit of insight into
golfing history.
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The next bus trip headed for the 14th Street Pier in
Hoboken, NJ, where the TPI Summer Program attendees
joined with the ITRC attendees for the Twilight Dinner
Cruise of Manhattan. Networking was at its best as the
group streamed onboard. The Cornucopia Majesty had
plenty of room for the crowd, with three levels and an open
upper deck where they could view the New York skyline.
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Ample libations, delicious food and a lively band added to the enjoyment of the Twilight
Cruise. Breathtaking views of the Statute of Liberty topped off the evening.

Friday morning’s optional program, the ITRC Zoysia Symposium, drew a good crowd. Speakers from around the world
provided insight and perspective on the research, use and culture of this important and underutilized turfgrass species.
They were joined by panelists who added their insight. A lively question and answer session followed. The presenters and
panelists are pictured below.
Friday morning’s optional
ITRC Zoysia Symposium
featured presenters and
panelists (middle left) sharing
their insight on research and
the use and culture of Zoysia.
The optional ITRC Rutgers
Turfgrass Breeding Program
Tour on Friday afternoon
was held at the Rutgers
Plant Science Research and
Extension Farm in Adelphia,
NJ. Attendees rotated through
ten stops as Rutgers turfgrass
scientists explained their
research projects. (bottom left)
Dr. Bill Meyer and members
of the research team provided
details on “Breeding for
Drought Under an Automated
Rainout Shelter.” (Bottom
right) Dr. Stacy Bonos
provided an update on the
“Low Maintenance Kentucky
Bluegrass and Tall Fescue
Test” she is leading.
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IT’S EASY TO SAVE THE DATE
WHEN THIS VIEW AWAITS!
Visit www.TurfGrassSod.org
forTPImore
information
Turf News
September/October 2017
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TPI VISITS
TUCKAHOE TURF FARMS
Blue skies, great soil, a beautiful expanse of over 700 acres
of premium turfgrass sod—all this and more greeted
TPI 2017 Summer Program and ITRC Technical Tour
attendees as two buses pulled into Tuckahoe Turf Farms,
Inc., in Hammonton, New Jersey, on Wednesday, July 19.

Tuckahoe’s Allen Carter welcomed the group, inviting
them into the shade to enjoy fresh fruit and cold bottled
water while he shared the Tuckahoe story. Elmer Betts
and his son, Walter Betts, started truck farming in the
mid 1930s in Atlantic County, adjacent to the Tuckahoe
River. In the 1950s, they started contract growing lima
beans. The transition to sod began in 1967 when Walter
found he could make more money growing grass for the
fairways for the Atlantic County Country Club. By 1969,
they’d switched from lima beans to sod, with 150 to 200
acres in production.
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In 1980, Walter’s sons, Tom and George Betts, purchased
the family farm. Also in 1980, they bought 98 acres at
the current site, kept the red building and ripped out
the hedge rows. They soon discovered sod harvested on
Hammonton’s 97 percent sand soil weighed 30 pounds a
roll as compared to 50 to 60 pounds a roll at the original
farm. They were at least an hour closer to their major
customers, too.

In the mid-80s, they added Turf & Farm Supplies, Inc.
They’d been selling some of their seed and fertilizer
to their lawn care operator customers but then coming
up short when they needed to do their own planting.
Establishing the sales outlet has allowed them to increase
their buying power, maintain better control of their
inventory and make adjustments when needed to adapt to
changing market conditions.
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Tom and George Betts each have two sons. All four—
John, James, Phil, and David—have come into the
company, each finding different areas of focus that
contribute to the efficient operation and growth of what is
now a third generation family business. James Betts (left
center, holding the mic) and Phil Betts (to his immediate
right as pictured) provided details on company operations
and sod production strategies and answered questions from
attendees during the tour of their fields.

Tuckahoe Turf Farms broke into the sports turf market years
ago and has kept it growing. It’s now approximately 70 percent
of their sales. They serve sports turf clients in the NFL, MLB,
MLS, MiLB and major universities, as well as local and
regional governmental, academic and privately-owned sports
facilities. With NFL and MLB clients, Tuckahoe asks what
they want and mimics their management practices. They work
with an oversized “war board” to track the dates the sod is
needed, typically working six to 12 months in advance.

A large aquifer runs under the land. Tuckahoe has five
16-inch wells on the farm, 100 to 180 feet deep, with an
underground, connected, water system. Water is moved
by 120 to 150 hp turbine pumps that run off diesel
motors. They irrigate with laterals or long center pivots.
It takes about five to six hours to water, putting down
approximately one-quarter inch. Working from the gallons
per minute rate, they estimate they put out between 6 and
7 inches of water per year. Record-keeping is required,
with a water allocation report filed periodically.

They’ve modernized their fleet to harvest 48-inch, thickcut, big roll sod in 30 to 50-foot lengths for sports fields.
Depth of cut varies from 1.25 to 1.50 to 2-inches based
on the client’s needs. Tuckahoe works with professional
“strippers” that remove the client’s existing turfgrass to
the matching depth. (Their standard cut sod is harvested
with one-quarter or one-half inch of soil.) Crews arrive at
9 pm and start harvesting at 10 pm. Night-harvested sod,
shipped on refrigerated trucks at 40 degrees F, can go as
far as Chicago.
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Tuckahoe produces approximately 12 million square
feet of sod per year with a peak season staff of 45. They
have eight tractor trailers for delivery, all equipped with
forklifts. They run two dedicated install crews and also use
outside installers. The majority of Tuckahoe’s production
is 100 percent bluegrass blends. Some sod grown for lawn
care operators (LCOs) and homeowners is 90:10 turf type
tall fescue and bluegrass. Fields not seeded previously
are seeded in early to mid-August anticipating strong
establishment before winter shutdown. Prior to seeding,
they disc fields 18 inches down to bring up the subsoil
(orange dirt) to add organic matter to their sandy soils and
to relieve compaction. The rate for reseeding a harvested
field varies—from 60 to 70 pounds up to 150 to 200
pounds per acre—depending on what the sod will be used
for and when it will be harvested. With typical growing
periods 9 to 18 months, no netting is needed. Tuckahoe
uses only granular fertilizer on their fields, often bulk
blended to their specifications.

Tuckahoe takes part in the New Jersey Department
of Agriculture Farmland Preservation Program which
allows landowners to restrict the deeds to their land
for future farm use only. The program perpetuates the
long-term existence of green space and its environmental
benefits while reducing the costs involved with residential
development. As Carter explained it, “Cows don’t go to
school.” Financial compensation for participants is built
into the program, but so are restrictions on land use. That
led to a complex legal battle to allow Tuckahoe to form an
agreement with a grade-school-level soccer organization
to use Tuckahoe’s sod fields for their tournament play. The
issue was resolved through state legislative action.

Efficiency is key. Tuckahoe developed a pull-behind reel
mower with a 60-foot cutting swath that can mow up to 100
acres a day. The mowing units are configured in sets of seven
and they have seven sets. Four sets of seven, pulled together,
cut the 60-foot swath. The reel units are from the 80s, but by
grinding them each winter, they’ve maintained a sharp cutting
edge. They’re set up for a two-inch height of cut. Sod grown for
professional fields must be mowed almost every day.

So it is Tuckahoe’s ground with the soccer organization’s
program and with the soccer organization assuming all the
liabilities. The arrangement allows the club a maximum
of 35 fields, about 150 acres. Tuckahoe determines what
field space can be used and on what weekends. The soccer
organization handles all the set up, coordination of
parking and game details, and post-tournament cleanup.
A large tournament has 6,000 to 7,000 people walking
on Tuckahoe’s fields during the weekend. They share their
farm with thousands of kids that are disconnected from
agriculture, bringing them to an open, outdoor place. It’s
a great marketing tool, showcasing their turfgrass, with
the opportunity to give literature to soccer moms, school
board members, city and facility administrators, and
business owners.
They show up in a positive light on social media. It’s good
PR for a small amount of money up front. And, with all
p
the traveling teams soccer brings in, the economic impact
on the community is huge.
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TPI VISITS
TRUMP NATIONAL
GOLF CLUB BEDMINSTER

Trump National Golf Club Bedminster is a private
facility in Bedminster, NJ, covering an expanse of 515
acres with two 18-hole courses—the New Course and
the Old Course. The Old Course was the first stop on
the TPI 2017 Summer Program on Thursday, July 20.
Just days earlier, July 10-16, this course hosted the 2017
U.S. Women’s Open, a prestigious event viewed by golf
fans world-wide. The spectator stands, draped in black,
are evidence of the surge of onsite spectators. The media
and all their equipment had moved on to their next
event, leaving a few of the temporary structures and the
inevitable trash cleanup to be completed.
Director of Golf Rob Wagner (at the left front in this
photo) spoke to the group in a shady spot, one of the
white tents not yet removed. Asked about the Women’s
Open, he said, “We couldn’t have scripted it better. The
course looked great on TV and played great, too. Our
crews took it all in stride.” Wagner introduced Eric Kelley
superintendent for the New Course and Nate Spense,
superintendent for the Old Course. All three fielded
questions during the tour.
When Wagner reported he’d been with Trump National for
ten years, he was asked what it was like working for Donald
Trump. Wagner said, “He’s easy to work with; tough but
fair. You know what is expected and when it is expected.
He has a memory like none other; he doesn’t forget
anything.” The next question was the security issue. Wagner
responded, “Security has always been strong here. When
Mr. Trump was campaigning, government security stepped
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in and strengthened that. Now that he is President of the
United State it’s exactly what you would expect it would be.”

The Old Course was designed by Tom Fazio in 2004
and opened in 2008. The two courses differ in design,
providing players with two very different experiences.
The Old Course greens are USGA spec with straight A-4
creeping bentgrass. The tournament height was .10-inch.
Spense reported they roll the greens with a 100-pound
roller, which he described as the “happy pounds for
us.” Tees and fairways are L-93 bentgrass. Roughs vary
depending on topography and microclimates, with
115 acres in sheep’s fescue and 140 acres in Kentucky
bluegrass. Height ranges from two to three inches,
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depending on the time of year. They are converting
some of the south facing slopes and bunker edges to turf
type tall fescue, shopping the NTEP trails for the best
performing varieties. Nate Spense (center in photo below)
interacts with attendees.

Property use dates back to the 1600s, when it was a dairy
farm. This road, which runs through the course, is a public
road which is frequently used as a route to the many dairy
and horse operations spread across the countryside. A little
north of the course, the dirt roads are common to better
serve the horse hobbyists.

The courses used to be closed from Thanksgiving until
March. Now they keep 18 holes open during the winter
if there’s no snow. They also have a small group of goats
they allow to browse in certain areas during the winter
to clear out unwanted plants that are difficult to access.
Always looking ahead, they’re already anticipating flying
another flag across the course when they host the PGA
Championship in 2022.

They are proactive in managing water, using soil moisture
meters to track conditions, and are well aware that as a
high-profile property owned by the Trump organization
their use is watched closely. There are 13 wells on the
property and they monitor the levels knowing they
can pull water from one of the ponds spread across the
courses if necessary. Those ponds do capture rainfall.
They also have a two-acre retention pond. Their heavy
clay soils are easily compacted and they do tie up
nutrients so controlling pH does require inputs and
irrigation to combat the tie-up. Their summer staff size
ranges between 50 and 65, including the seasonal high
school and college students. In November and December,
that drops to about 12.
TPI Turf News September/October 2017
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AGRICULTURE: TRENDS,
TOPICS & TOMORROW
By Steve Trusty
The title might not be the most compelling
you’ve seen, but the hour was certainly
captivating and provocative. The time
was 8:30 a.m. on July 20 in the Merchant
Amphitheatre at The Heldrich Hotel in
New Brunswick, NJ. The occasion was the
Keynote presentation for the TPI 2017
Summer Program.
TPI President Jimmy Fox started the session
by thanking Immediate Past-President
Linda Bradley for the idea of this Summer
Meeting. He said that Linda and Michelle
Williams had proposed meeting at Rutgers
in conjunction with the ITRC and pushed
all the right buttons to make it happen.
Jimmy thanked all the meeting sponsors
(see page 21) for their support in making the
meeting possible and affordable. He then
Damian Mason provided a provocative and entertaining presentation for the keynote
introduced the meeting’s keynote speaker,
address at the TPI 2017 Summer Program.
Damian Mason. What followed was 55
Damian reported there are 2.3 million farms in the U.S.
minutes of a combination of insight, challenges
to feed 323.1 million people. It is important to understand
and stand-up comedy.
that, “My 8 acres of alfalfa and 10 steers put me in the top
Damian’s life on stage began in 1994 when he won a
50 percent of U.S. farms. The bottom half sell less than
Halloween contest dressed as Bill Clinton. It didn’t
$10,000 worth of agricultural products in a year.” He went
take long for him to decide he should launch a new
on to say, “The people that don’t like chemicals and march
career. He resigned his post as a sales executive with
against Monsanto and corporate farming don’t understand
Cooper Industries (now part of Eaton Corporation) and
our need for food. Without industrial agriculture, we’ve
launched his company, Executive Entertainment. Damian
got nothing.” He also took a jab at those that ridicule the
was raised on a dairy farm, has a degree from Purdue
pork industry, “They complain about ‘factory farms’—
University in Agricultural Economics, and currently owns ‘they corral the pigs and push them together’—have they
and manages a farm in northwest Indiana.
ever been to Disney World?”
After a few biting, but friendly, comedic jabs at Jimmy,
Damian stated that he was an “agriculturist—fancy word
for a farm boy that keeps up with ag issues.” He continued,
“I’ve been called a shill for food production, and a mouth
for Monsanto.” He stated that he had spoken at a TPI
event once before, 2011. For this audience he was going
to talk about the four “F”s of agriculture: Farming, Food,
Feelings and Future. He said, “I may not know much
about growing grass—I know a lot about agriculture.” He
said, “Agriculture is the world’s most important industry
and the foundation of societal advancement. In Africa 70
percent of the population is involved in agriculture. In the
U.S. 7 percent are peripherally involved, only 1 percent
actively involved.”
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Damien pointed out that most people just a few
generations ago grew up in the ag industry. Now most
people are far removed from it. The reduced number of
people in agriculture have to produce more. Another
problem sod producers face is recognition. While some
people still recognize the importance of food crops, grass
is of much less concern.
He went on to say, “This business—any business—is never
about us. It’s about our customer, that’s who we work for.
It’s a myth that you work for yourself. There is no such
thing as being self-employed. Every dollar you are going
to make for the rest of your life is in the pockets of other
people.” He continued, “Without a buyer we have no
product. We also must understand that it is not just the
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person that buys the grass that is important. It’s the person
on the golf course or in the stands. Without the game, or
those people wanting a nice natural grass surface, your
buyer is going to spend his money on something else. We
all ultimately work for the consumer.”
“The problem we have influencing the consumer is that
they don’t understand what we do. Then we try to tell
them in our own vernacular and the environmental
working groups and Green Peace use it against us. They’ll
never understand what we do. It’s like beer, sex and ice
cream—my wife says I’m an expert in two of them.”
Damian then told about a Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream plant
tour. He was the only factory farmer and dairy farmer in
the group of 24. One lady was upset that they were getting
caramel out of a barrel. She had no idea where caramel
came from. “Ice cream, turfgrass or meat—they are
grossed out by how we make stuff.”
Social media is adding another whole dynamic. We can
put out an instructional video on YouTube that might be
watched by 500 people. A dancing cat video is viewed
13 million times. People get concerned about things
they don’t need to. “Seven-tenths of one percent of the
population is gluten intolerant—last year Dr. Oz made a
general statement that eating wheat is going to kill you.
Only two percent of the population is allergic to peanuts
and an airline has banned peanuts throughout their
system.” After a line of jokes about those, Damian talked
about color blindness and continued with some shtick on
that topic. Having grown up on a farm, raising livestock
and showing animals in 4-H and enjoying meat, I really
chuckled at one of his lines. “Indignant lady, ‘How can you
eat beef from an animal you’ve raised from a calf?’ Simple
reply, ‘with a fork.’”

The 89 seat Merchant Amphitheatre at the Heldrich Hotel was nearly filled
for Damian Mason’s Keynote address at the TPI 2017 Summer Program.

Damian offered many other examples of specific groups
and politicians using all sorts of concerns to attempt to
control people’s lives. The information about what is good
and what is bad keeps changing, on average every 5 years.
In 1980, the first year of the president’s health campaign
we had five percent obesity. It’s now at 37 percent. What
does that say about information and regulation.
The ag business is not about the food pyramid, hasn’t
been for 50 years. We need to stress specialization,
purpose needs, esteem needs, love and affection needs,
security needs, and physiological needs from the tip
of the pyramid going down. Start at the bottom with
physiological, food, water, shelter and clothing and move
up to security needs. “Learn how to fight—take lessons
from the National Rifle Association.”
“Stop the cheap food argument—what we’re doing is still
1950s. In America, we only spend eight percent of our
income on food. Help all ag make what we do special.
Think premium paid for organic food, Starbucks fair trade,
tofu hot dogs, craft beer, etc. Sell feelings, not facts. Use
patriotism and natural. We need to keep the message
simple. Twenty-six percent of Americans don’t know that
the earth revolves around the sun.”
“Agriculture is important because starvation sucks. If
you eat it, drink it, or smoke it agriculture produced it.
Natural grass is good for the environment. What are we
losing when we remove it?” Consumers pay more for other
natural items. Let’s get them thinking that natural grass is
needed and rally them to support its use.
Steve Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.

Damian Mason draws the crowd into his passion for helping grow the
positive perception of agriculture.
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RANDY JASPERSON—STEADY AND STRATEGIC

The Jasperson family shows their street rods with pride during 2017’s annual Street Rod Nationals.

By Suz Trusty
Jasperson Sod Farm covers
1,200 acres around Franksville,
Wisconsin. Its location—20 miles
from Milwaukee and 60 miles from
Chicago’s O’Hare Airport—is ideal
for serving both markets. The largest
section of land, 700 acres, is centered
around the original family farm. The
second section covers 500 contiguous
acres and is just 2.5 miles away, an
easy drive by truck or tractor. Growth
has been steady and strategic, a
reflection of Randy Jasperson, the
man at the helm of this operation,
and a good description of him as well.
Now a third-generation family
business, Jasperson Sod Farm is
well positioned for the present and
poised to embrace the challenges of
the future.
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Randy says, “When I was in grade
school, we were producing about 180
acres of sod, some owned and some
rented. Many of the vegetable growers
were making the move to sod. At one
point, there were over 20 sod growers
within a three-mile radius.”

Getting Started
The Jasperson sod business started
in 1959, when Randy’s dad, Buster,
and his uncle, Lyle, planted two acres
of Merion bluegrass. Their initial
input was small. The land was part of
the family’s vegetable farm. They’d
borrowed its seeder to plant the Merion
and they borrowed a mower from
their grandparents. Their only major
purchase was an old Sod Master sod
cutter. “They couldn’t afford a Ryan,”
says Randy. “Our current budget for
parts and repair is greater in a single
week than their total investment.”
Two years later, the brothers were
growing sod on 40 acres of their own
and on several 10 to 20-acre rental
properties. As with most family farms,
the kids help. So Randy and his brother,
Rick, had an up close and personal
connection to the sod and the company.

“In the late 60s, Rick and I saw
the need to connect the sod with
its customers in the Milwaukee
and Chicago areas,” says Randy.
They purchased a truck and started
selling sod picked up at the farm to
homeowners and landscapers in those
markets. “Rick went to law school and
got a real job. I went to engineering
school, thinking I’d become an
electrical engineer. After a year I knew
it wasn’t the path for me. So I stayed on
running the trucking business.” He had
one truck, but quickly started growing
from there.
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They started using pallets for their sod
in 1969. Randy says, “We had selfunloading trucks back then too. The
driver did the unloading. That kept
me slim for a while.”
When his uncle retired, Randy joined
in the sod business with his dad,
taking an even more active role. “I
sold sod on the farm and through the
trucking company,” he says. “And I
continued to work closely with my
Dad on overseeing all aspects of
sod production. My brother left the
trucking company in the late 70s. The
timing was right for all of us and the
transition was easy.”

First Harvester
Randy’s parents attended the
American Sod Producers Association
(ASPA) Conference in 1972. It was
the beginning of a long company and
personal relationship with the family
of sod producers that helped them
grow their business and strengthen it
over the years.
They met Gerry Brouwer at that
meeting and ordered a harvester
from him there. The wait time was
about a year. They got the harvester
in 1973 and finished its assembly
at their farm. Automatic harvesters
changed the industry, allowing
greater productivity with less labor.
The changes required more strategic
planning to keep sod in the pipeline
and develop markets for it.
Keeping equipment operating
properly was part of the picture.
Randy says, “The big red barn was our
main shop for years. The traditional
barn door was too small to move the
harvester through. So we’d take it
apart; carry the pieces inside to work
with; then carry them back out and
put the machine together again.”

The Randy and Hilda
Story Begins

of a plumbing shop. Hilda says, “We
started going out on Friday nights.
Then he invited me to a car event
that included my accidental fall into a
snow bank two-feet below the edge of
his friend’s driveway. Our reactions,
shared apology and shared laughter,
brought us closer together as a couple.
He’d developed a love of street rods,
a bug he caught from his grandfather,
who owned a car dealership—and he’s
passed that passion on to all of us.”
Their car club held its traditional
“Rod Run” over Memorial Day
weekend and they’d planned a
romantic dinner date for the next
weekend. The marriage proposal came
then, in early June of 1979, at the
Boulevard Inn in Milwaukee. “Randy
presented the ring and we celebrated
with a bottle of champagne,” says
Hilda. “We ordered the same brand
for our wedding toast when we
married on June 14, 1980.”
Randy’s mom handled the office
and kept the books. Hilda began
taking phone orders and helping her
with “the little stuff” on Saturday
mornings, but kept her full-time job.
Randy and Hilda welcomed their
daughter, Dawn, on May 29, 1983.
“It was our Rod Run weekend, so
of course the club members kidded
me for timing the birth to get out of
working on it,” Hilda reports. “Mark
was born in 1987. It wasn’t until 1988,
when business growth had expanded
the workload and technology was
advancing, that Randy’s mom told
us she would like to step back and
have me come in full time and take
the leadership role in the office.
The transition went very well as she
worked with me as I learned the
processes and gradually took on the
supporting role. We moved the offices
to the basement of our home and
in the early 90s brought in our first
computer, a big Epson with double
floppy disks.”

Randy and Hilda met through a
mutual friend around 1976. Randy
was working with his Dad and Hilda
was working full-time in the office
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More Growth
Randy says, “As we continued to
grow, both in acreage and in sales, and
incorporate more technology both in
the field and in the office, Mom decided
to retire about 1995. Dad did say he
was retired several years after that, but
farmers never really retire. He came out
to the farm every day like he always did,
running the farm with me until 2006.”
Mark began helping out on the farm in
grade school, working with his dad and
grandpa, and loving it.
In 2003, the Jaspersons purchased
their first harvester from Trebro.
Randy says, “Part of the deal we made
with Gregg Tvetene was that someone
from their company would come to
our farm to set up the machine and to
teach our mainly Hispanic crew how
to operate it. The person was Gregg.”

Gregg Tvetene with Randy and Hilda Jasperson
and their new Trebro sod harvester in 2003.

Also in 2003, the home office was
moved from Randy and Hilda’s
basement to a main floor office they’d
added to the back of their home. “My
sister, Patty Sauls, who has now been
working for us for nearly 20 years,
was already playing a key role in the
office,” Hilda says. “She, Randy and
I all had computers. We felt it was
time to modernize our space, as well
as our equipment.”
The eastern section land expansion
continued, building from those
original 40 acres. Some is owned; some
is leased and a lot of those parcels are
40 and 80-acre farms. “We started
developing the other section early
in the 2000s, when we bought 200
acres,” says Randy.
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Artiﬁcial drainage
system
Every sod farm has challenges. At
Jasperson Sod Farm, the peat soils
require an artificial drainage system
to remove excess water when rainfall
fills the drainage ditches surrounding
the fields and water levels build up in
the soil. Randy says, “We’ve installed
subsurface drainage tanks to hold the
excess water that we initially pump
from the ditches and store until
we can later pump the excess water
from them. These are permanent,
inground, large capacity tanks, and
every field has one or two of them.
We use high volume pumps that
move 1,000 gallons per minute. We
have from 20 to 80 acres on a pump
and have 20 to 22 pumping stations
strategically located around the
fields, along with three base power
units to support them. When we
get heavy rains, the water levels in
the ditches can fluctuate by as much
as four-feet. We need to pump that
out before it flows over the ditch
bank. The pumps are set up on an
automatic float system that activates
them and then pumps the water
down, but we need to monitor that to
make sure it is keeping up.

2008 and the
100 Year Flood
In 2008, the area received recordbreaking rainfall for days. The
ground was saturated and the
artificial drainage system could not
keep up with the overload. Randy
says, “We ended up with a 200-acre
lake, with water levels four-foot deep
in places and covering the entire
surface of those sod fields. We had
tractors running to power three
pumps each moving 8,000 gallons
per minute. Once the water was
finally cleared, the ground was so
heavily compacted we had to allow
it to dry down and then deep till
it before any planting could take
place. Heavy rains hitting in midJune the next year further delayed
remediation. We grew corn or
soybeans in those fields for three
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years to loosen them up before we
were able to again plant them back
with bluegrass blends.”

Family Connections

Moving Forward
Rather than step back in response to
this setback, the Jasperson team moved
forward, strategically, of course.
Mark knew by high school that he’d
make the sod farm his career. He
earned his business degree at the
University of Wisconsin – Parkside,
graduating in four years. Along
with general business classes, he
focused on marketing, accounting
and finance, to gain a broad
overview of all the different aspects
of operating a business.
Mark bought a 90-acre farm in
2009, when he was a senior in
college, and he’d been renting some
land, too. He arranged his schedule
throughout college with no Friday
classes, driving home on Thursday
nights and back to campus on
Monday, to have three-day
weekends for work. “I was farming
with Dad, working back and forth
and sharing equipment,” says Mark.
“Dad gave up some of the leases
on the land that he was running to
open up those farms for me.”

Dawn Jasperson met Ryan Menken
during her college years. She was
pursuing a degree in education and
he was working toward becoming a
physical education teacher. While
they were dating, Ryan got a
commercial driver’s license (CDL)
so he could drive trucks for the sod
farm during the summers as well as
assist with on-farm work, such as
seeding. After they were married,
Ryan maintained his CDL and
continued working summers on the
sod farm.
Dawn initially taught elementary
students in the Milwaukee
Public Schools before accepting
a position teaching technology in
the media center/computer lab to
kindergarteners through eighth
graders back home at North Cape
School in Franksville.
Ryan taught physical education
and earned a Masters degree in
Adventure Education from the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse,
adding another dimension to his
teaching. Nearly four years ago, after
ten years of part-time summer work,
Ryan joined the Jasperson Sod Farm
team full time.

Jasperson Sod Farm’s welcoming committee also handles accounts receivable—they can growl.
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Strategically Growing
Working together, Randy and
Mark planned to complete the two
land sections, with 700 acres in the
eastern block and 500 contiguous
acres in the upper section. Mark
bought a 130-acre farm in 2013. That
was followed by Randy’s purchase of
a 160-acre farm and Mark’s purchase
of a 45 acre farm this past spring.
Mark says, “We’ve expanded by 350
to 400 acres over the last five years,
with our combined land purchases.
When I was growing up we sold more
sod than we could grow and had to
buy some from an outside source.
Now we have enough farms to grow
all of our sod and to put our crop
rotation programs to work, too. ”
Jasperson’s alternate production
crops, corn and soybeans, cover
approximately 400 acres. They
plant and spray but hire the
harvesting done.
The sod production high is 800
acres. When they harvest their sod
in spring, if the timing is right,
they’ll rotate that field into soybeans.
After the crop has been harvested
in the fall, they’ll plant it back into
bluegrass. Fields harvested in the
summer when it’s too late to produce
an alternate crop, will be planted
back to a blend of bluegrass sod.
Soil types vary within the two
areas, with approximately 300 acres
mineral soils and the remainder
peat soils. Water availability is good
on both sections. Ninety percent
of the turfgrass area is irrigated by
center pivots. Soft hose irrigation is
available for the remaining areas.

Growing
Responsibilities
With growth, responsibilities grow
too. Mark’s role is described as
owner/production manager, which
Randy adds is expanding to “general
operations manager.” Mark says, “I
do a little of everything: keeping
the cutting crew on target; keeping

Rolling one of the sod fields.

in contact with the office on the
logistics of placing trucks and
scheduling deliveries; and driving a
truck if I need to. I do a lot of field
work, planting the row crops and
helping with spraying and I oversee
the irrigation on the sod fields. I
especially like the coordination and
the big picture view and making sure
everything is running well.”
Ryan’s role is broadly described as
technology and production. He
does a bit of everything, working
with Mark on production, tackling
the technology from systems to
computers, and working with the
website. He’s also in charge of a
mowing crew, working on rotation
with the guys, and works with the
office staff on planning routes and
harvest and what to ship when. He’s
working on the seed inventory and
cataloging grass and row crop seed,
including the varieties they have in
the field.
Ryan says, “I’m mapping all the
fields using a drone for aerial footage
and connecting that data to the GPS
tracking system. The drone also gives
me a quality-check overview of our
row crops and the ability to spot
potential problems with our sod.”
There’s always something such as
chasing parts or helping a group with
whatever they need. And he’ll still
drive a truck.
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Current Market
Currently, 70 percent of Jasperson
Sod Farm sales are in Illinois, with
30 percent in Wisconsin, where
they do ship as far north as the
Green Bay area. Approximately
five percent of their sales go to
homeowners, primarily through
independent garden centers or
the Harmony Brands chain store
programs. Ten percent of the sales
are split between the sports turf and
golf course markets. The majority
of their production goes to home
building contractors and landscape
contractors. All sod is cut to
order. Most is delivered to the site
designated by the purchaser.

Turfgrasses Offered
Jasperson Sod Premium Bluegrass
is a blend of bluegrasses selected
specifically for Midwestern lawns
and marketed exclusively by
Jasperson Sod Farm. In addition, the
company has joined in agreements
with industry partners to offer their
proprietary turfgrass including
HGT (Healthy Grass Technology)
developed by Barenbrug International
and marketed through Sod Solutions,
and Black Beauty, developed by and
marketed through Jonathan Green
& Sons, Inc. In addition, they offer
Harmony Brands turfgrasses as
specified within the network.
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Customization
of Equipment

Association
Memberships

Randy says, “A lot of times the
equipment is altered for soil type,
a specific operation or method of
operation. Our TPI networking is
key to that. We’ll talk to some of
the other growers to develop ideas
and our staff does a tremendous
job of building on that. We have
three Oliver Cletracs that we’ve
equipped with 16-inch tracks. They
were built in the 40s, but we still
use them because we like the results
they give us.”

Jasperson Sod Farms is a member
of the following associations:
Turfgrass Producers International,
The Lawn Institute, Wisconsin Sod
Producers Association, Sod Growers
of Mid-America, Wisconsin Green
Industry Federation, and Wisconsin
Landscape Contractors Association,
Illinois landscape Contractors
Association, and Wisconsin Nursery
& Landscape Association.

All of their other tractors have
54-inch flotation tires. They’ve
made their own mower frames in
a weight more suited to their peat
soil. They’ve modified a harvester
to equip it with 54-inch tines. And
those are just a few of the many
modifications they’ve tackled.

Organizational Details
The Trucking Company is located
on the east side of the 700-acre
parcel. Mike Kusek is Trucking
Manager and in charge of logistics.
Plans are underway for the business
office to relocate from Randy and
Hilda’s home to a site on that
parcel too, within the next year.
Peak staff size is 35, a combination
of full-time and part-time farm and
trucking personnel. Roger Blair is
the sales representative.

Who wouldn’t smile seeing this shot of Makenna
on that beautiful natural grass?

Fun Facts
Randy Jasperson has attended each
annual “The Street Rod Nationals,”
held the first week in August in
Louisville, Kentucky, since 1975. It’s
a family affair with the whole family
attending this year. There are more
cars in their collections than those
pictured, including Hilda’s silver
anniversary pace car Corvette.
Mark Jasperson bought his ‘48 Chevy
street rod when he was in 8th grade.
He worked on it for seven years before
it was road worthy. Mark says, “It
took awhile, but it was worth it.”
Dawn and Ryan Menken’s
children—and Randy and Hilda’s
grandchildren—are the stars of
the Jasperson Sod Farm website.
Makenna is 8 and in third grade.
Bennett is 5 and in kindergarten.

Patty Sauls is administrative
assistant. Cassidy Weidert is logistics
coordinator, and her sister, Lainey
Weidert, assists and works with
credit card processing. Jasperson
Sod Farm is using Turf Logistics
for sod orders and routing and Fleet
Complete for truck tracking.

Bennett is helping Grandpa Randy on the tractor.

About 1919 or 1920, Randy’s
grandfather was in a car dealership
selling model T Fords. That lasted
until 1932 when he switched car
companies and sold Chevys up to
World War II. Randy caught the
street rod bug from his grandpa—and
passed it on to the rest of his family.
Randy Jasperson has served on the
North Cape School Board for over
25 years. With his grandkids now in
the school system, he’ll stay put.
Randy Jasperson is currently serving
on the Board of Trustees of Turfgrass
Producers International.

Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
All photos courtesy of the Jasperson family.

Working on equipment in the 1970s on Jasperson
Sod Farm.
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INNOVATION AND GENERATIONS—
NG TURF
By Mark McWhorter, Merett Alexander,
Natalie Howard, Jutt Howard and Suz Trusty
Editor’s Note: This is the second in a series of articles showcasing
TPI member businesses whose operations are growing through
a combination of innovation, utilization of technology, and
outreach to upcoming generations, internally and externally. If
you have a story to tell, or know of someone that you’d like to
hear more about, please contact your editors.
Turfgrass Producers International (TPI) is a conglomerate
of family businesses; each based on the dream of the
founders and built on their vision for the future. Their
commitment to achieving their goals took continual
improvement accomplished through a combination of
dedication and innovation. That laid the groundwork for
the next generation and created the opportunity to grow
the company by working together.

One Family’s Story
Meet Aaron McWhorter, founder and president of North
Georgia Turf, Inc., in this excerpt from the company’s
website (www.ngturf.com). Aaron McWhorter started
his turfgrass company, NG Turf, in 1985. Beginning
with 25 certified acres of bermudagrass, NG Turf has
grown to approximately 2200 acres with farm locations
in Whitesburg, Franklin, Clarkesville, Calhoun and Fort
Valley, Georgia.
In December 1991, Aaron started Sports Turf Company,
Inc. to serve the growing athletic field construction business
in Georgia. Sports Turf is recognized as the preferred
contractor for high quality construction projects for colleges
and universities, city and county municipalities, and public
school systems throughout the Southeast.
Sports Turf Company is a separate entity, now employeeowned. The two companies (NG Turf and Sports Turf
Company) share office and retail space. The day-to-day
operations of the two companies are separate. However,
family members are vested partners in both companies.
Aaron and his wife, Linda, reside on the farm in
Whitesburg. Mark McWhorter, Merett Alexander
(Lonnie), and Natalie Howard (Jutt) are all active in the
family business. Aaron and Linda have six grandchildren.

Jutt Howard
I worked my way through high school and college doing
lawn maintenance and installations. I started dating Natalie
my last year of school and begin working for NG Turf
doing outside sales. After graduating from the University
of West Georgia with a degree in marketing, I moved
inside and began managing our inside sales staff at NG
Turf ’s Whitesburg location for about a year. Natalie and
I got married in 2011, and I moved outside to get a better
understanding of the production side of the business. I was
assistant farm manager from 2011 till 2015, when I became
the farm manager at the Whitesburg farm.
That move helped me gain a better understanding of the
whole farm. That’s vital for the second generation. The first
generation is hands-on in every part of the business, being
highly involved with outside and inside operations such as
personnel, purchasing, finance, and sales. The second and
third generations often don’t have a broad understanding
of the details in all of these operations.
One of the business-savvy things Aaron does is to make
sure every one of us does just about everything on the
farm. This develops insight into the diversity of how the
farm operates that is key to next generation management,
especially when you have siblings in different positions
and roles within the company. This helps us to recognize
our talents and strengths, and to determine the positions
in the company for which we are best suited. I’m very
comfortable with where all the family members are in the
company. We all want to be where the company needs us
at the time.
Change is inevitable, and NG Turf has experienced some
major changes. Our Chief Financial Office (CFO) of 15
years left last year and then, in June of 2016, our General
Manager started his own farm after 13 years with the
company. Personnel changes have presented our generation
opportunities to do new things by reorganizing our
leadership. The last five years, I’ve been at the main branch
helping with decisions on finance, sales and pricing. Part
of our restructuring is my transition back into the office
to be the general manager of business operations. Mark
McWhorter serves as the general manager of production
operations. We spend a lot of time talking among the
family about managing change, our staff, purchasing and
financial issues.
When decisions are made, it’s important to know that
everyone is in agreement and we have reached consensus.
NG Turf is like every other company or organization. We
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have our challenges. Whether you’re family, partners, or
employees, you are not always going to agree. Someone
must be the final decision maker. That person, more than
anyone else, has to understand that without consensus
there will be problems and the desired outcome may not
be reached. For NG Turf, the final decision maker is
Aaron. However, we get along exceptionally well, working
together to manage a large operation.
Where will our company be in the future? We discuss
this often when trying to make major decisions. We have
a belief and a business model that keep us from getting
too involved in other facets of the industry. Rather than
becoming too diversified, we want to focus on what we do
well. Looking down the road 10 or 20 years from now, the
decisions we make today need to make sense based on our
business model. The family has a goal to have a business
that will function with or without the family.

Jutt and I have two children, 4-year-old Wyatt and Nellie
Jane, who is three weeks old.

Mark McWhorter
As far back as I can remember, I have always wanted to
farm. Before the days of sod, we were row cropping and
running a dairy farm. I saw what my dad did at work,
and he included me as his helper at a young age. Running
a 130 hp tractor at age nine was fun...it wasn’t work!
Working was a given growing up in our house. Dad took
me to work on the days I wanted to go and on the days I
didn’t. He has pushed us to do well in everything we do,
and he has molded us into the people we are today, for
which I am grateful.
We started the turf business when I was about twelve.
Stacking sod was fun back then. As I got older, I learned
more and did more to help the operation. There are always
new opportunities to make this profession challenging.
After being in business just a few years, we started grading
and installing turf on athletic fields. This later became
Sports Turf Company. I still remember being on a sports
turf job site one day right after lunch, when my dad called
and said that our farm manager at the time had quit. So
at the age of nineteen, I became farm manager at our
Whitesburg location. I’ve been back and forth from NG
Turf to Sports Turf Company over the years, but for the
last ten years it has been mostly all NG Turf. We have
continued to grow as a company and have added farms over
north and middle Georgia. I have relocated twice in that
time period so that I could help improve the production
management and facilities at our satellite locations.
In my current role, I’m mostly managing people. NG Turf
has a staff of about 130 employees this time of year. Most
people can figure out how to grow grass. Managing people
requires keeping them motivated, focused, putting them
in a position, and giving them the tools needed to do their
job successfully. We have excellent farm managers at all
four sites.

Natalie and Jutt Howard with son Wyatt.

Natalie Howard
After school, I moved to Whitesburg and began working
with Sports Turf Company. As assistant to the Vice
President, I handled bookkeeping, payroll and many other
administrative duties for about six years. During that time,
I was also helping NG Turf with sales, marketing and
managing special events. The last couple of years, I have
been managing the NG Turf sales staff and our logistics
department. As our family has recently grown, with the
addition of our daughter, I have been blessed to spend
more time at home while still handling the special events
for NG Turf.
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When my sister Merett and I were in our early twenties,
I told her that Dad had gotten the company up and going
and that over time it would be up to us to contribute
and take it to the next level. We have wanted to be the
generation that continued building something better. At
this point of my life, I believe that all of us in the family
have made our contributions to the company.
I think almost every industry is affected by technology.
The turf industry is not exempt. Over the years we have
used technology to make us better and more efficient,
and have implemented a farm field management software
system. We currently use a VOIP telephone system to link
all our offices into a virtual office together. We have our
own internet-based, custom-written software to handle
our scheduling and invoicing. We have a fleet/equipment
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The Atlanta Metro area is one of the largest sod markets in
the US, and our four locations surround it. We’re within 60
miles of any market within the Atlanta Metro area. We can
cut a load in the morning and deliver it in the afternoon.
Dad and I get along great. We’re a big enough company
that we don’t step on each other’s toes too often. That helps
our dynamics and gives each of us a bit of autonomy. We
talk frequently. Jutt focuses really well on the business
side of the company. He and I talk a lot of numbers and
strategy, which is great.
Almost half of out total acres are in middle Georgia, and
that’s where I spend most of my time. I go to locations based
on the needs of the farm—and that’s a moving target.
We try to plan for the next five or ten years, but external
forces do change plans. In 2007 and 2008, we continued
to grow and even acquired a farm during difficult
economic times. We’re constantly growing, and the
market is still good.

The McWhorter family members pictured here include: back row, left
to right, Aaron McWhorter, Merett Alexander and Mark McWhorter;
front row, left to right, Claire Alexander (11), Riley Alexander (12), Addie
McWhorter (17) and Josie Alexander (11).

maintenance software program. In the future, we want to
be able to get signed invoices on tablets and send copies
instantly to an email address, if a customer so wishes.
We strive to provide top-level customer service and quality
with everything we ship. We have over 95 percent on-time
delivery for a specific time, not a four hour “window.” We
track shipments through GPS on all our trucks. We do a
lot of small deliveries. Our minimum is one pallet. We run
forklifts on all of our trucks. NG Turf does not install sod.
We do install sprigs.
My sister (Merett) does an excellent job with the golf
course part of our business. She’s totally involved in that
aspect of the industry, attending all the meetings, and
keeping up with who’s who. She’s taken what was a small
division for us and built it to a large part of our total sales.
My involvement with the golf course market is primarily
planning to supply the sod when it’s needed.
It takes all segments of the business working well to
compliment each other. We have to have the quality,
service, and ongoing support to deliver on each sale.
Our business breaks down to: 20 percent golf courses, 8
percent homeowners; 5 percent sports fields, and the rest
landscape contractors.
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I have a passion for this business and really enjoy it. My
goal is to constantly make the company better, more
streamlined and the most efficient it can be. My favorite
part of my position is pulling the whole puzzle together
and taking all those pieces to assimilate a great team that
comes together and functions smoothly. I tell my managers
to perceive themselves as coaches, coaching each player
up to the next level all the time. Look for their highest
potential and train them up to be competent workers.
My daughter, Addie, is a senior in high school, currently
looking at colleges.

Merett Alexander
Growing up, I did everything on the farm: stacking,
running a forklift, mowing, and driving the tractor with
a pull-behind reel mower. I was managing the Sports
Turf Company installation crews while I was still in high
school. We hired students from our high school and would
install up to four truckloads a day.
I looked at other options before graduation from Auburn.
I interned in Washington, D.C., for one summer and
thought I would never come back to the farm. I entered
Auburn University as a pre-vet student, but changed
majors the first semester. I graduated as an Ag Econ major
with a minor in turf and came back to NG Turf. I started
on a Sports Turf Crew and then came back to the farm
overseeing harvesting and loading trucks. I eventually
moved into the office, managing sales and coordinating
things, serving as office manager. My oldest daughter was
seventeen months old when our twin girls were born. I
decided to stay home with my girls for a few years.
When I came back, I focused on golf course sales, a very
small part of our business at that time. It became my
TPI Turf News September/October 2017

niche. I’ve grown our golf course sales to 15 to 20 percent
of our business. Starting this past January, I took over
more of the marketing and advertising side of the business.
My husband, Lonnie, is a grading contractor, the third
generation of his family business. We live in Columbus,
GA, where his company is located. That puts me 1.5 hours
from our Whitesburg farm. Off site is fine for sales most of
the time. Trying to manage the marketing and advertising
remotely is harder.
Jutt has taken a bigger role. He’d been managing our
Whitesburg farm and is now transitioning inside to
manage the office and sales, which is more of a fit with
his business degree. Mark is great. He manages the
farm in Fort Valley; oversees all the logistics companywide; oversees the other farm managers; he’s the overall
operations manager and he’s all over the state doing it.
It depends on the type of grass whether we’re competitive
in the marketplace. We generally can’t compete on Tifway
419 because of freight. We will ship Zeon to Little Rock,
Mississippi, or to South Florida. We do slabs and big rolls
and we do supply sprigs and will do the sprigging. We
don’t do sod installation. There are too many contractors
out there who are doing that very well. Actually, it’s an
advantage as they are our customers too.

the harvester. I’d drive to the end of the row, stop, and
Dad would come and turn the tractor around. He and
Mark were at the back, stacking. Mark and I were on the
farm daily in the summer. We usually didn’t work during
the school year because we played sports.
Mark and I work really well together. There’s no friction
between us. I attribute that to Dad keeping things fair
and even, and sometimes not equal, but still fair. Equal
is not necessarily fair. Dad has always been open for us.
We know that he is in charge and the boss, but it’s never
“I”. It’s always “we” or “our”. He’s always included us and
made us feel that we are part of the ownership team. We
try to sit down once a month and have a family planning
meeting, but it doesn’t always work out. We do a lot of
impromptu meetings. We are all working together to
continue the legacy that my Dad has built. As a company,
we’re always focusing on the future.
The most rewarding part of my job is seeing what we have
accomplished as a company. It gives me a purpose. I also
love the relationships I have made through both the golf
industry and turf industry.
Lonnie and I are the parents of Riley, age twelve, and
eleven-year-old twins, Josie and Claire.

Mark and I helped with the first harvest of NG Turf sod.
I was eight, Mark was twelve. Dad taught me how to stop
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SOD FARMERS:
PLAYERS IN THE SPORTS TURF INDUSTRY
Editor’s Note: This article originally appeared in the June 2017
issue of SportsTurf magazine.
Eric Schroder, editorial director of SportsTurf magazine,
opened the article with this Editor’s Note:
Editor’s Note: We asked some prominent sod farmers the
questions listed below about quality thick-cut sod, sod grown on
plastic, and preparing to play on recently placed sod.

•

What details deﬁne “quality sod” to you?

•

What questions should inexperienced
sod customers be asking when visiting
your farm?

•

Are your best products always available?

•

What should someone do to prepare
their ﬁeld when fresh thick-cut sod or
sod grown on plastic, is scheduled and
they intend to play on it immediately?

JIMMY FOX, EVERGREEN TURF
CHANDLER, AZ
Quality is an overused and under-defined term. As it
relates to thick-cut sod that is to be played on, the number
one characteristic that defines quality is “superior playing
surface.” The surface has to be mature, low thatch (if not
zero thatch), with great shear strength. So much attention
gets drawn to the looks of the sod, or the bottom of the
sod, and people always ask questions like “Is it grown on
plastic? Are the roots massive? Is the sand compatible?
How does it look?”

months. Sod grown conventionally can take up to 18
months to have good maturity.

•

How much sod can you harvest and truck in a day
comfortably?

•

Do you have a back-up sod harvester, or a back-up
plan if your machinery breaks down?

•

Can you verify the source of your planting stock? For
bluegrass that means sod quality, certified seed. For
warm-season grasses that means certified planting
stock, or a proven paper trail of where the grass
originated. When your job depends on the sod, it
needs to perform like the grass that has been tested
and proven, the grass that you are expecting to get.

•

Is your soil or sand compatible with the field the
sod is being installed on? If your stadium field has a
percolation rate of 15 inches an hour, and your sod
growing medium has a percolation rate of 7 inches an
hour, you just slowed the drainage in your field down
by 50%! It really sucks to spend $500,000 on a highend stadium field, and then screw it up with one sod
install!

•
•
•

If we get a lot of rain or snow, can you still harvest?

•

How much notice do you need to fulfill my order?

Do you have a list of references? Satisfied customers?
What kind of mowing equipment do you have? Can
you produce a mowing height compatible with my
existing field?

All of these are important characteristics, but no one is
playing on the bottom of the sod, they are playing on the
top. If the top isn’t the best possible quality, you will have
failure, slips, divoting, shearing, poor performances by
athletes, potential injuries, and you may get shredded on
the evening news or ESPN. The number one definition of
quality sod is sod that has a superior playing surface.
Inexperienced sod customers should ask:

•

How much experience do you as a grower have in
delivering a thick cut product that is played on
instantly?

•

How old (mature) is your sod? Sod grown on plastic
(depending on the method) can be mature in 6-12
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Last year’s NCAA national title game: no divots and no shearing.
Courtesy of Evergreen Turf, Chandler, AZ.
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Our best products are never available all the time. We
plan 18 months ahead, and then take a second look at
our inventory at 12 months before potential harvest. Our
sod field planting happens in the summer time, and once
we hit October, we cannot make any adjustments to our
planting schedule. If we have not made plans for thick-cut
sod, on a specific type of sand before October, it will be
2 years before we can have more mature, quality sod to
deliver. Managing inventory for thick-cut sod is difficult,
and expensive.

Farms want to please their customers. Unfortunately
events like severe weather i.e., high heat/severe cold/
drought/excessive rainfall can cause shortages because of
unforeseen demand or production issues.

If you are planning on playing on new sod immediately,
the first thing to do is make sure you know the thickness
of the sod so you can have the removal of the old field
taken out at the right depth; if you can arrange for an
actual piece of sod to be delivered prior to the removal
process, that can be a huge benefit. You don’t want to get
the depth wrong and have to make adjustments after the
sod is delivered.

JOE TRAFICANO, WEST COAST TURF
MESA, AZ

Know your access points. Where will you begin sodding,
where will you end? Make sure you have minimized traffic
on the field when planning your installation strategy.
If possible, aerify the field prior to sodding. Solid tines
are all you need; you don’t want to pull cores. All of the
equipment from the removal process and sodding process
will compact your field. Just a simple quarter inch solid
tine aerification can make a huge difference in water
percolation and sod rooting.

We do not produce sod on plastic and rarely do thick cut jobs.
The keys to any successful sod project are site preparation and
water. Is the base firm and properly graded? If the base is not
stable or holds water the best sod can fail. Likewise, if water
is limited then sod will stress and deteriorate.

For quality, we look at root mass, turf density, shear
strength, mowing height consistency, consistent harvest
depth, and nice green color.
Make farm visits as much as you think is necessary; most
turf managers make a trip out 3 months before delivery
and then another 2 weeks before installation. If necessary,
a few come out when we are harvesting their sod. Possible
questions include:

•
•
•

How old is the material?
When was it planted? Seed or stolons?
Has this material been harvested this year?

If you have time, rototill and laser level. You don’t get
many opportunities to expose your subsurface and
alleviate compaction issues or level issues on your field.
This is a great time to hit the “reset” button on your
subsurface. Budget time and money for rototilling and
leveling if possible.

GARY WILBER, OAKWOOD SOD FARM
DELMAR, MD
Quality sod is healthy, clean, high tensile strength sod.
Specifications that focus on sod age often don’t account
for the improvement/decline of sod strength because the
growth potential of different species varies with the seasons.
The customer visiting the farm should come with an
understanding of his/her need for sod in the future.
The customer can then ask if the farm’s production can
meet that need. If the customer has a deadline or event,
production can be reserved. Also, if the customer has
specifications like soil type or sod thickness, they can be
discussed and understood by all parties.
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Courtesy of Oakwood Sod Farm, Delmar, MD.

•

What is the mowing height at the time of harvest?
Can I have it mowed at the same cutting height as my
field?

•
•
•
•

When was it last fertilized? What product was used?
What is it grown on? (analysis of growing medium)
Do you use plastic netting to help grow in?
What varieties do you grow?

All our products are not always available; it depends on
time of year and how much work this is. Best policy is to
reach out to sales staff and give them a heads up on project
and depending on quantity, we request a deposit to hold the
material in inventory.
When preparing for thick-cut sod, plan ahead; make sure
you have all the contractors scheduled, make a visit to sod
farm, and have a plan B if bad weather is in the forecast,
especially when dealing with the sod farm. It might not be
raining at the facility but might be at sod farm. Typical
thick cut sod ranges from 1 to 2 inches in depth; most like
1.5 inches if a quick turnaround is necessary.
Cost plays a big factor, due to thicker cut the sod weighs
more and the trucks carry less material, so more trucking
is necessary which not only increases costs but also
increases the chances something might go wrong on
delivery. If you have a quick turnaround it makes for a
stressful time waiting on trucks.
Your field must be prepared for the thick cut depth, so if
you have existing turf you must prep the field so it matches
up correctly. We don’t want any uneven surfaces. The
field must be graded and firm so no rutting occurs during
installation. Depending on access to field, plywood must
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be placed in areas where unloading of sod onto the field is
placed to help with damage. Also to help speed up install
process, a plywood path is placed on the field to the far
end so the forklift can drop sod closer.
Once all sod is installed and you have a quick turnaround,
water in the sod with a hose, roll, and mow if necessary.

JAMES GRAFF, GRAFF’S TURF
FORT MORGAN, CO
Quality sod covers three major areas for us: strength,
density and color. Lacking in any of these areas makes for
an unhappy customer and a project no one is proud to have
his or her name on.
Re questions, ask about soil, ask about seed, ask about
fertility plans, ask about age of turf. The answers don’t
have to be complicated but there should be answers.
Make sure no corners have been cut. You must have a
supplier you trust and one that views your relationship
as a mutual partnership. You must help each other out to
be successful. Listen to each other. Learn the difference
between maintaining a playing field and producing a field
of turfgrass and respect the differences.
Our best products are in high demand. Our inventory runs
tight and making plans far in advance is critical.
Grades are the most critical point. If the grade is solid, level
and stable it will be a safe playing surface. The best sod on a
poor grade will be difficult to get right. After the turf is down,
don’t complicate it. Don’t turn the field into a science project.
And as my dad has always said, “Relax . . . it’s just grass.”
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STMA ANNOUNCES WINNER OF
‘STARS AND STRIPES’ MOWING PATTERN CONTEST
The Sports Turf Managers Association (STMA)—the
organization for 2,600 men and women professionals
overseeing sports fields worldwide and critical to athlete
safety—has declared Andrew Marking winner of the
“Stars and Stripes” mowing pattern contest.
Marking is Head Groundskeeper for the Quad Cities
River Bandits (Davenport, Iowa), Class-A affiliate of the
Houston Astros. With his “Banks of the Mississippi River”
field design at Modern Woodmen Park, he has won a
complimentary pass to the 2018 STMA Annual Conference
in Fort Worth, Texas. Andrew Anderson, the club’s Assistant
Groundskeeper, also helped craft the pattern.
In its second year, a record 21 entries were received via
social media, solidifying it as STMA’s most popular contest
to date. The winning submission narrowly won by less than
30 “likes;” selected through Facebook’s voting platform.
Marking’s intricate design generated nearly 200 “likes.”
"This contest serves as an opportunity for sports turf
managers to honor their country while showcasing their
skill as world-class field artists," says Kim Heck, CEO
of STMA. "Andrew is an excellent ambassador for the
industry, both on and off the field.”
A native of Floyds Knobs, IN., Marking has more than
five years of experience in the turf industry. His previous
experience includes stints with the 2015 Major League
Baseball All-Star Game, Texas Rangers, Louisville Bats
and Purdue Athletics. He received his bachelor’s degree in
turf science and management from Purdue University.
“As a sports turf manager, crafting a safe playing surface
is always our primary concern, but this contest succeeds in
providing members an opportunity to express themselves on
a global stage,” says Marking, currently in his second season
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with the River Bandits. “As ‘Directors of First Impressions,’
we also have a duty to maintain visually appealing facilities
year-round for the millions of fans watching.”
“Patriotic Beaver,” “9/11 Remembrance Night,” “Old Glory”
and “Merry Merica Day” were among the 2017 designs
submitted by turf professionals from major sports leagues,
NCAA, and parks and recreation sectors.
STMA is the non-profit, professional association for
men and women who manage sports fields worldwide.
Since 1981, it has provided education, information and
practical knowledge in the art and science of sports
field management. More than 2,600 members across
34 local chapters oversee facilities at schools, colleges
and universities, parks and recreational facilities, and
professional sports stadiums. Sports include football,
baseball, soccer, lacrosse, softball, rugby and horse racing.
For more information: stma.org, twitter.com/fieldexperts,
800.323.3875.
Photo provided by STMA
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ASSOCIATION UPDATES
WSPA & SGAMA COOKOUT

Karen Cooper stands at the front on the right with Casey Reynolds right behind her as introductions are
being made.

The Wisconsin Sod Producers Association (WSPA)
and the Sod Growers Association of Mid-America
(SGAMA) held their annual joint Cookout on July 11. It
was hosted by Mark Lurvey at Lurvey’s Garden Center
just Northwest of Chicago in Des Plaines, IL. This event
brings the two groups together to give the sod growers and
a few of their suppliers the opportunity to connect, learn
from each other and just have an enjoyable, relaxing time.
Each of the two associations meet on their own several
times a year to discuss topics relevant to sod production,
including environmental considerations, current trends
and practices, and legislation, and to strengthen their
business connections through networking.
Those in attendance got the chance to meet the new TPI
Executive Director Casey Reynolds and new Associate
Executive Director Karen Cooper. Since the TPI Staff had
been together all day in the Lombard office for the annual
Turf News editorial meeting, the magazine co-editors,
Steve and Suz Trusty also were able to attend. WSPA
representative to TPI and TPI Board of Trustees member,
Randy Jasperson had each person introduce themself and
tell a little about their operation. After introductions and
some time for conversation everyone enjoyed a great meal
that included hamburgers, sausage and beer brats.

The outdoor kitchen display at Lurvey’s
Garden Center was put to good use in
preparing the meats for the meal.

While at the meeting Suz Trusty talked to the Jaspersons
about setting up telephone interviews for the planned
article about them and their operation. Randy commented
that after he had just read last month’s article on Jimmy
Fox, “We might have enough to say for you to get a couple
of paragraphs.” As you can see in the article beginning on
page 36, the Jaspersons had a lot more to offer.

Hilda Jasperson (left) and Gina Halter, WSPA executive
secretary, look on as WSPA President Tom Halter invites
everyone up to start the food line. Tom & Gina own Halter Sod
Farms, Union Grove, WI.
Photos by Steve Trusty
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PENN STATE FIELD DAY

•

FEED A BEE

•

GOLF & HEALTH PROJECT

SERVING
SERVING GOLF
GOLF COURSE
COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS
SUPERINTENDENTS &
& SOD
SOD PRODUCERS
PRODUCERS

WINTER 2016

• Sod Farm
Spotlight
• New
Products
• Industry
News
• Buyers’
Guides
• Tips & Tricks
• and Much
More

The turfgrass industry’s only magazine optimized for digital convenience,
Turf Trends offers a fun, interactive experience on any device.

Always
y Free at: www.TurfTrends.com
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TO SUCCEED AS A LEADER,
SHARE THE BIG PICTURE
By Walt Grassl
Mike worked for a medium-sized business and went to work
every day happy to have a job. But he wasn’t too enthused about
his work environment. Employee morale was so-so because most
long-time employees were merely going through the motions.
Greg was a friend of Mike’s from college. They both went to
work, but in different industries. They stayed in touch on social
media and decided to get together for lunch.
Mike picked Greg up at his work place. He felt inspired when
he entered Greg’s building. There was an energy that was hard
to describe. It was definitely not the same as at his company.
He was warmly greeted by the receptionist and waited in the
pristine lobby for Greg.
At lunch, Mike asked Greg about his job and what he liked
about working there. Greg mentioned that the company has a
management philosophy that every employee is important, like
the links in a chain. They believe in sharing information that
reinforces that message.
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"... Every employee is important,
like the links in a chain."
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Every employee plays a role in the company’s performance.
It is important that they know their role. This gives them
a sense of purpose. It answers the question, “Why does
it matter?” Some people always take great pride in their
work. They know it reflects on them. Some people only
push themselves when others are relying on them to do
their part. Sharing the big picture helps to get the most
out of these people. Getting the small things right leads
to bigger success.
Here are five different strategies a leader can use to foster
a workplace where every employee feels valued and can
contribute to the overall vision of the company.

1. Include all employees in
strategy meetings
To the extent possible, involve employees in strategy
meetings. When you are contemplating a change in the
company's direction, modifying one or more processes
or seeking new methods to improve delivery, involve
the people who perform the tasks before decisions are
finalized. They are liable to push back. When they do,
use your wisdom and judgement to determine if the
push back is valid. If it is valid, figure out a better path
forward. This will prevent mistakes to save time and
reduce waste. If it is the natural reaction to resist change,
deal with it now. You will avoid passive-aggressive
behavior that will sabotage the path forward. Done
right, you will earn the respect and buy-in of your team
members. However, things like impending job actions
(layoffs, promotions, transfers) must never be shared until
it is time. When you are otherwise open, the need for
discretion will be respected.

2. Stress the importance of
every position
A good leader knows how every employee contributes to
the overall performance of the company. Some employees
interface with customers. Others provide a clean and safe
work environment. Some create the finished product. All
the employees play a part in the success of the company.
Good leaders praise the individuals and the teams, both
in public and in private, for the significant contribution
they make to success of the organization. This is
important. Over time, people who don’t deal with the
finished product may forget the significance of their role.
They need to be reminded.

3. See the Big Picture
There is a common fallacy in the workplace that one job
contributes more than others to the success of the project
or company. It is a great thing when employees realize
that what they do is important. It is not so good, however,
when the needs of the other employees and other affiliated
organizations are discounted. Local optimization can result
in less than optimal total performance. Explain to your
teams the bigger picture. Look at the needs of the other
teams and individuals. Understand the other’s position.
Explain your organization’s role and the roles of your
internal suppliers and internal customers. Keep focused on
the end-to-end process, not only your link in the chain.

4. Your Business Story
The most powerful story for any business is the story of
why the company exists. Who founded the company?
What problem did the company originally solve? How
did the company evolve into its current state? This works
for businesses of all sizes. This is effective in external sales
presentations. It is also effective in keeping employees
motivated. When that story is known and repeated,
employees will realize that they are part of growing or
preserving a legacy.

5. Maintain an open-door policy
When you involve employees in strategy, communicate
the importance of the roles of each employee and see both
the big picture of the company and the reason why the
company exists, your employees will see you as someone
who not only talks communication, but communicates.
You can further enhance that relationship by having an
open-door policy. Set boundaries and let people know,
but invite people to approach you with their concerns
or questions. Maybe they come to you. Maybe you walk
around and catch them doing things right.
When you share the big picture, every employee feels
valued. They know they play a role in the success of the
company. Job satisfaction increases. It costs little to do this
and brings back big returns.
Driving back to work, Mike realized that this aspect of work
culture was missing from his company. He thought about his
role and how it fit into the bigger picture. He felt better about
his job. He vowed to look for ways to help his fellow employees
understand their roles in the bigger picture, as well.

AUTHORS BIO: Walt Grassl is a speaker, author, and performer. He hosts the radio show, “Stand Up and Speak Up,” on the
RockStar Worldwide network. Walt has performed standup comedy at the Hollywood Improv and the Flamingo in Las Vegas
and is studying improv at the Groundlings School in Hollywood. For more information on bringing Walt Grassl to your next event,
please visit www.WaltGrassl.com.
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7 SECRETS THAT INCREASE
YOUR LEADERSHIP IMPACT
By Brian Braudis
A major concern for senior executives is “bench
strength”—that is, the quantity and quality of up-andcoming, potential leaders who are in the pipeline. The
problem is that too often these would-be leaders “hold
back, shrink and play small.” One CEO recently said, “The
potential leaders in our pipeline need to show up, step up, and
increase their leadership impact.”
True. An organization is only as strong as its leadership.
In today’s climate of unprecedented change, intense
competition and more demanding customers, leaders can’t
hold back or shrink. Team members need leadership to
model the way because all they see in this modern-day
complexity is uncertainty and that leads to anxiety. Team
members are looking to leadership for certainty, definitive
guidance, vision and a solid commitment. This is an
opportunity for leadership impact.

Here Are 7 Secrets to Increase Your
Leadership Impact:

1.

Shift the Energy of Your Team. With composure,
increase and elevate your communications. Share your higher
perspective and calm the anxiety with your increased presence
and obvious commitment. Neutralize the teardown effect
of uncertainty and anxiety. Shift the energy of your team
toward purpose. You can’t just remove the deconstructive
nature of negativity without replacing it with something. Use
purpose to drive the conversation. Strategically use each day
to keep your organizational purpose in front of your team
members. Talk about your mission. Get them excited about
growing and serving your clients, customers and stakeholders.
Share the growth you see and the future you envision. When
your team has a growth mindset it’s only natural that your
organization will grow.
There will always be uncertainty but when you demonstrate
resolute certainty in your commitment to your team, anxiety
drops, morale increases, team members take note and follow
your lead.

2. Collaborate. Bigger results come from bigger efforts.
Instill collaboration within divisions and across programs.
Use your leadership presence to convert dissonance to
connectedness, silos into solidarity, problems into innovations,
risk into reward and daily efforts into a dramatically improved
future. Set the behavioral norm by becoming known as
the leader interested in organizational success over individual
success. When you execute on a higher and larger perspective,
you instantly increase leadership impact.
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3. Cultivate Creativity. Open the floodgates
of creativity by asking more questions. The days of
one leader with all the answers are in the past. In
all likelihood, your team is bursting with new ideas.
You don’t have to be Michelangelo, just ask powerful
questions and be patient—the innovation will come
pouring out in the discussions. Team members are
intimately familiar with problems. They simply need you
to provide them the space to contemplate how today’s
problems can become tomorrow’s innovations.

4.

Use Inﬂuence Not Power. No one likes a
pompous leader. Rather than relying on the shortsighted
and limiting power of position, reap the long-term
benefits that come from building trust and influence.
If you use power, good people will leave you and other
people will get you.
When you rely on the external power of your leadership
position you not only expose weakness in yourself, you
build weakness in others by forcing them to acquiesce,
stifling their growth and the potential for their unique
contribution. Ultimately, the entire relationship is
weakened. Defensiveness ensues, low trust follows and
potential for cooperation is lost—smothered by negative
emotion. Fight the imprudent impulse to command, and
direct and invest in the higher, more refined skills of
finesse, influence and persuasion.
Patience, finesse, influence and persuasion are the
building blocks of increased impact.
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5. Promote Daily Progress. Leaders are only deemed 7. Focus on What is Right, Not Who is Right.
successful if they get results and they get those results
through working with people. The only way people
do great things is by focusing on their strengths and
possibilities. Leaders set the stage for this focus.
On any given day your team’s efforts will be influenced
by a mix of perceptions, emotions, and motivations that
can either pull them to higher performance or drag them
down. Setbacks can send team spirit spiraling downward
to the point where frustration and disgust take over.
Leaders have tremendous influence in promoting
daily progress by ensuring team members have the
environment they need to make steady progress and
maintain momentum. Avoid the toxicity of high
pressure, punitive and judgmental measures that
constrain momentum.
Rather, set clear goals for meaningful work. Provide
autonomy and promote ownership of the outcomes.
Nourish your team’s efforts through affiliation,
showing respect, words of encouragement and
minimizing daily hassles.

6. Build a Body of Behavior. Be more of a model
than a critic. Eschew the all-too-common “Killer Cs”
that will keep you in the weakness of victim mode.
Negativity will rob you of energy, initiative and impact.

C

Team members rely on leaders to create an environment
that is impartial, where everyone has the same
opportunities that are based on merit. Don’t take
sides. Use conflict to demonstrate your commitment to
organizational success. Model a higher perspective that
lifts others from their petty preoccupations and carries
them above the fray. Be a stronghold trailblazer that
guides the upward purpose of your team.
The unique and distinct actions of a leader create ripples
that increase and spread delivering ever-increasing
impact that can be felt within and among teams. The
greatest impact however, is felt industry-wide as a unique
and distinct competitive advantage that is difficult, if
not impossible for others to duplicate. When you employ
these seven secrets and increase your leadership impact,
you set up your entire team for success.
AUTHORS BIO: Brian Braudis is a highly sought-after human
potential expert, certiﬁed coach, speaker and author of High
Impact Leadership: 10 Action Strategies for Your Ascent. He has
also authored several audio programs from executive leadership
development to stress management. Brian believes “leadership” is
a verb not a title. Brian’s passionate and inspiring presentations are
based on the foundation that regardless of your position
or role everyone is a leader. For more information on
Brian Braudis, please visit: www.TheBraudisGroup.com

Avoid These Killer Cs
• Criticizing
• Complaining
• Competing
• Comparing
• Colluding
• Contending

Don’t criticize. Talk about what went well. Show your
team what is possible. Add energy to the context. Be
consistent. Your team is faced with being productive
in spite of problems and hassles. When they know that
they can consistently count on you for support and
direction, momentum skyrockets.
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HOW TO
MAKE YOUR TRAINING STICK
By Brannon Dreher

How Much Information Sticks
during Training?
Your company delivers an expensive new training
program to employees and then, like any smart company
does, spends the next few months measuring the effects.
Immediately after sales training, you find that your newly
trained salespeople are only using two of the six selling
approaches that training presented to them. Or six months
after you trained your front office staff, you discover that
right after training, they started applying some of the
customer-service strategies you taught them, but have now
abandoned them and it’s back to “business as usual.”

To summarize - if a learner decides that information is
important when it is in short-term memory, he or she
will unconsciously transfer it to long-term memory.
That information becomes what he or she learns because
of training.

How Long Does Information Reside
in Short-Term Memory?
The answer to that question will probably surprise
you, because new information only gets processed for
between 10 and 15 seconds in short-term memory. If that
information doesn’t stick during that time, it is lost. So,
think of short-term memory as a kind of buffer zone that
fills up quickly, and then empties as new information
flows in.

Frustrating? Costly? Infuriating? Yes, it's all of those
things, and worse. How can you get trainees to absorb
more of the information you give them, and increase the
chances that that information will “stick” and be put into
use for the long term? Let’s take a closer look.

What Can Help Get Information
Passed from Short-Term Memory to
Long-Term Memory?

Cognitive Load Theory

• Mnemonic devices – Back when you were a

According to psychologists who have studied how people
learn (like Prof. Ton de Jong at the University of Twente
in the Netherlands, John Sweller at the University of
New South Wales, and many others), the human brain
can be expected to absorb a relatively small percentage
of the information delivered in a learning situation—at
times as little as 10%. But it is possible to improve that
percentage dramatically.
To understand how that percentage can be increased, it is
important to understand Cognitive Load Theory, which is
a way of understanding the effect that sensory inputs have
on your ability to process information and learn. When your
senses are processing a lot of input, they filter how much
information gets passed on into your short-term memory.
As an example in training, your learners are dealing with
a lot of input that is competing with the information you
want to teach. They’re adjusting their eyes to see your slides,
getting distracted by other trainees at their tables, trying to
get comfortable in their seats, and maybe even getting their
first gulp of coffee.
When information does get around that sensory/cognitive
load, it makes it to your short-term memory, where you
think about it. You judge it and if it is memorable, it then
gets passed into your long-term memory where we can use
it later.
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student in high school, you might have memorized
the sentence, “My Very Educated Mother Just Served
Us Nine Pizzas” to help you memorize the planets
in our solar system in the order in which they appear
from the sun. (The words in that sentence stand
for Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto.) Acronyms are useful
in training too. For example, the acronym AIDA
(standing for Attention, Interest, Desire, Action) is
sometimes used to remind sales trainees of different
stages of making a sale.

• Activities - Participation in shared group activities
is another effective way to reinforce concepts and
help them move into long-term memory. So are
quizzes and self-tests delivered at key moments
during training that reinforce concepts and skills.

• Resources to be used after training A content library for trainees to use once training
is done can be very effective in making sure
key concepts move into long-term memory.
For example, you can create an online content
library for field technicians to access; it explains
procedures and concepts that were covered in
training, though probably not fully absorbed.
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• Story telling – Let trainees tell stories that explain
experiences they have had that relate to a concept or
skill you are teaching. (“Here’s what I once did when a
customer was having that problem . . . “) Story telling
reinforces key concepts for the person who is telling
the story and for the people who are listening too.

• Scenario-based learning – Present a simulated
situation and let trainees work through and try
solutions. This helps learners realize, “If this
happens, this is how I will handle it.”

• Certiﬁcates and certiﬁcations –

In Conclusion . . .
Evaluating training programs can boil down to one
simple, but somewhat profound, question:

Why are you spending time and money on
training if nothing changes?
There are many ways to get a better ROI from training.
You can revise your materials, hire more energetic
trainers, send trainees off to a weekend retreat, and take
other steps. All good ideas, but ultimately unlikely
ely
to provide a big payback unless you make sure
that you are delivering training that sticks.

They allow trainees to feel
satisfied and rewarded for
learning specific skills or
behaviors. When trainees have
been recognized for learning
important information, it tends
to stick.

And Include Games Too
Games resonate especially well
with millennials, although everyone
likes them. They work much better
than bombarding trainees with
information. For example, you can
have trainees practice new skills in
a virtual environment that replicates
one of your stores.
And add a competitive element,
because competitive games can help
training concepts stick. Healthy
competition, in which learners try
to outperform other trainees, can go
a long way toward getting learning
to stick. For example, you can give a
quiz and keep score on a leaderboard
until someone wins.

AUTHORS BIO: Brannon Dreher is a
Client Engagement Manager at Tortal
Training. In the learning and development
space, Brannon provides blended learning
solutions for companies based on need
and to create customized learning
solutions for the clients, while increasing
the effectiveness of company’s human
capital. Brannon brings a continual
learning focus, and communication skills
to produce quantiﬁable results. For more
information about Brannon Dreher, please
visit www.Tortal.net
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HOW TO WIN OVER STUBBORN GATEKEEPERS
By Jeff Beals
A few years ago, I wrote a book that required me to
conduct interviews with several professionals who had
attained celebrity status. In many cases, I had to work
with secretaries and administrative assistants in order to
get the interviews. These “gatekeepers” played a huge role
in determining whether their high-profile bosses would
or would not meet with me.
While people normally think of gatekeepers as
problematic obstructionists, on a couple of occasions,
I landed an interview only because of the gatekeepers.
I befriended the gatekeepers in both of those cases
and turned them into my advocates. They became my
champions. One of those gatekeepers believed so much in
what I was trying to accomplish with the book, that she
pretty much forced her boss to do the interview with me.
The other lobbied her boss on my behalf until he agreed.
Trying to land interviews with famous people is in
many ways similar to the sales prospecting that you and
I do every day. If you sell to decision makers at large
companies or the owners of small companies, you may
very well come face-to-face with a gatekeeper. Here are
four things you can do to win over gatekeepers and turn
them into advocates:

Respect
Treat them with respect. I’m not talking about the
patronizing, artificial respect that too many companies
show their admin assistants (like telling admins they are
the “most important resource in the company” or giving
them cheesy titles like “director of first impressions”). I’m
talking about real respect, the respect that exists when
you see someone as a partner or an equal.
When you reach a gatekeeper, explain what you’re trying
to accomplish and why you are calling. Tell them the
same things you say to their bosses. See the gatekeeper
as a key part of your selling process. That simple show
of respect will put you in the most likeable one percent
of vendors who call the gatekeeper. Compared to most
sales reps who treat gatekeepers as unworthy, lower-class
obstacles, you’ll come across as positively different.

Partner Role
Remember to think of gatekeepers as partners in the
process—partners to you and their bosses. Many decision
makers are so close to their support person that they
almost become one person. They can finish each other’s
sentences. If the boss sees the gatekeeper as a partner,
you should too.
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Questions
One of the best things you can do to turn gatekeepers
into champions is to ask questions. People like it when
other people show genuine, sincere interest in them and
their organizations. Asking questions gets the gatekeeper
involved in your efforts and the answers they provide help
you understand more about the decision maker to whom
you will ultimately make your pitch. What’s another
benefit of asking questions? The gatekeeper may realize
that they don’t have the answers you need and may just
let you talk to the big shot.

Persistence
These days it often takes multiple calls to reach
prospecting targets. It might also take several
conversations to build a high level of trust with a
gatekeeper. Even if the gatekeeper likes you, it still may
require several callbacks to the keep the process moving.
Remember that gatekeepers and their bosses are extremely
busy and often downright overwhelmed. That makes you
forgettable if you don’t stay front and center.
AUTHORS BIO: Jeff Beals shows you how to ﬁnd
better prospects, close more deals and capture
greater market share. Jeff is an international awardwinning author, sought-after keynote speaker, and
accomplished sales consultant. A frequent media
guest, Jeff has been featured in Investor’s Business
Daily, USA Today, Men’s Health, Chicago Tribune and
The New York Times.” Contact Jeff at JeffBeals.com.
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TURF INDUSTRY NEWS
NALP Partners with Houzz to Connect Homeowners
and Industry Pros
The National Association of Landscape Professionals
(NALP) partnered with Houzz, the online platform
for home renovation and design, to connect Houzz’s
community of more than 40 million monthly unique users
with knowledgeable green industry professionals. The
partnership with Houzz includes national visibility and
discounts for landscape professionals.
“We are thrilled to partner with Houzz, which is an
incredibly useful site for millions of consumers looking
to improve their indoor and outdoor living spaces,” said
Sabeena Hickman, NALP CEO. “We are also excited
by the national recognition we can bring to our members’
award winning projects and by the opportunity to help
members increase their visibility and promote their
professionalism.” For more information go to https://www.
landscapeprofessionals.org.
NIOSH, OSHA Update Heat Safety App
for Outdoor Workers
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH), along with the U.S. Department of Labor’s
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) updated and redesigned its Heat Safety Tool,
an app developed to help workers stay safe when working
outdoors in hot weather.
The OSHA-NIOSH Heat Safety Tool mobile app,
available for iOS and Android devices, determines heat
index values—a measure for how hot it feels—based on
temperature and humidity.
The free app uses the device’s geolocation capabilities
to pull temperature and humidity data from National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration satellites to
determine the heat index. The app shows the current risk
level—minimal, low, moderate, high or extreme—and
forecasts the hourly heat index throughout the entire
workday giving employers information they can use to
adjust the work environment as needed to protect workers.
Update on California Glyphosate Notice
According to a recent report from California, Glyphosate
(CAS No. 1071-83-6) has been listed under Proposition
65, effective July 7, 2017, as known by the state to cause
cancer. The listing notice was first posted on March 28,
but was stayed due to a suit by Monsanto. Monsanto’s
appeal was unsuccessful in the trial court. Although the
case has been further appealed, no stay of the listing has
been granted.
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New Jersey and New York HTHK Projects Dedicated
Project EverGreen formally dedicated two of its most
recent Healthy Turf. Healthy Kids. ™ projects when it cut
the ribbon on the Hazlet (NJ) Youth Athletic League’s
William B. Paterson Field and the Neighbors of Vega Baja
community garden in East Harlem, New York City.
“With more than half of the population living in
urban areas, it’s critical that neighborhood parks
and community gardens are available for the health
benefits and social well-being of kids and adults,” said
Cindy Code, executive director of Project EverGreen.
“Additionally, green spaces in cities work to sequester
carbon and create oxygen for those living in the
community. Project EverGreen works collaboratively
with individuals, businesses and like-minded groups to
renovate and restore green spaces.”
The in-kind donations of materials and labor from
professional landscape contractor and supplier volunteers
totaled more than $40,000. For more information
contact: Cindy Code, Executive Director,
cindycode@projectevergreen.org.
Automated Water Records to Support
Western Growers
A Salinas, CA company, PowWow Energy, has developed
and received a patent for its algorithm system that helps
growers, of any crop, measure water needs and uses. Their
method for measuring groundwater use meets the accuracy
requirements under Title 23 of State of California
regulations. By the end of June over 20,000 acres of farm
land were using the service.
“The idea of using a recent pump test with electrical records is
not new, but the relationship between power and water flow
varies greatly over time. It is hard. We have seen a lot of farms
try, and we wanted to help them. Farms are concerned with
the mounting cost of meeting new regulations,” stated Olivier
Jerphagnon, CEO and founder of PowWow. The deadline
for forming Groundwater Sustainable Agencies in California
was June 30, 2017, and monitoring requirements will be
announced as a second step.
PowWow’s water measurement feature provides a simple
solution to reporting water use. Farms do not need to
install new telemetry equipment and they can leverage
existing pump tests performed by a certified tester. Smart
meters are already installed in California with telemetry
to provide automated energy billing by power utilities.
This is a good example of public-private partnership.
Smart meters have already been deployed by rate-payers,
and a private innovation allows farms to get a secondary
benefit for a device installed at their location. For more
information go to: https://www.powwowenergy.com/.
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Sod Production Services Launches Redesigned Website
Sod Production Services launched a redesigned website,
sodproductionservices.com, which serves as a platform to
assist sod farms with every step of sod production and the
sales cycle.
Sod Production Services offers support to turfgrass
producers to help grow healthy turf and successful
businesses. They provide agronomic consulting services such
as design management protocols, optimal land planning
and design, farm technology recommendations, sprigging
services and sales consultations. They also offer assistance in
PremierPRO turfgrass licensing and marketing.
The website is a resource for turfgrass professionals looking
to find information about the services provided by Sod
Production Services. The website features a comprehensive
page on the benefits of PremierPRO bermudagrass,
testimonials from sod producers, licensed producers and
their contact information. The website also shares news
and research about PremierPRO bermudagrass. Sod
Production Services is a division of Riverside Turf.
Montgomery County, Md., Pesticide Ban Struck Down
The Montgomery County, MD, Circuit Court struck
down the county’s ban on lawn and garden pesticide use
on private property, deeming it unlawful and preempted
by Maryland law.
Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment (RISE),
a co-plaintiff in the suit said it is pleased with the court’s
decision.
“We are gratified that the court agreed that the county’s
ban on the use of State- and EPA-approved pesticides on
private land is preempted by Maryland state law, which
already provides uniform and comprehensive regulation
of pesticide use across the state,” said RISE President
Aaron Hobbs. “Today’s decision is a win for resident and
community choice. Pesticides purchased and applied by
consumers and licensed professionals in the county help
maintain healthy outdoor spaces for more than 1 million
people who call the county home.”
In November 2016, RISE, along with seven residents,
six local businesses and CropLife America, filed a
legal challenge to Montgomery County’s ban on the
application of hundreds of lawn and garden products on
private property. A grassroots coalition of more than 400
residents, homeowners and licensed professionals worked
together to oppose the ban since it was introduced in 2014.
The ban narrowly passed the County Council with County
Executive Ike Leggett expressing doubt about its legality
before allowing it to go into effect without his signature. This
grassroots coalition succeeded in laying the groundwork for
a successful legal challenge to a contentious and complex
ordinance that left Montgomery County residents uncertain
about how to protect their lawns from weeds and pests.
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The end of Velocity®?
According to a report filed recently by University of Nebraska
– Lincoln the end may soon be near for a Velocity, a pesticide
used in the turfgrass industry.
Velocity® SG (bispyribac-sodium) is a useful herbicide in
integrated management plans for both annual and roughstalk
bluegrass, but that soon may change. While the future of
this herbicide is still somewhat uncertain, it is currently no
longer in production. The current inventory is expected to
last for a short time while a final decision is made, but local
and regional distributors have already reported shortages of
Velocity. It seems that those who rarely sell Velocity still have
a small inventory, whereas those who have historically sold
more are completely out of the product and are unable to get
more. If you are a fan of this herbicide, look for and purchase
all that you can.
Assuming this truly is the end for Velocity, cool-season
turf managers are left with only Prograss® (ethofumesate),
Xonerate® (amicarbazone), and Tenacity® (mesotrione) for
selective postemergence control (or suppression) of annual
bluegrass. Perhaps even worse, Velocity is currently the
only herbicide labeled for the selective control of roughstalk
bluegrass in cool-season grasses, leaving only mechanical or
nonselective control strategies for this formidable foe.
If you are looking for a Velocity replacement (for annual
bluegrass control) this fall, remember that Prograss is best
applied in fall, but Xonerate should be applied in spring.
Alternatively, a preemergence herbicide application this fall
may mitigate annual bluegrass establishment next spring. For
roughstalk bluegrass, remember that spring applications of
glyphosate are more effective than fall applications (http://turf.
unl.edu/turfinfo/5-18_Poa_triv.pdf).
If you use Velocity, please email Cole Thompson at
cole.thompson@unl.edu. He has agreed to pass testimonials on
to a Nufarm representative in an attempt to quantify the void
that may be left in the absence of this product.
Update: Waters of the United States Rule
In late June the EPA and the US Army Corps of Engineers
released a proposed rule to rescind the Obama Administration’s
Clean Water Rule, also known as the Waters of the United
States (WOTUS) Rule. The proposed rule would also recodify the regulatory text that existed prior to 2015. According
to EPA and the Corps, this proposed rule is intended to
provide certainty during an interim period while the agencies
work to craft a “substantive re-evaluation of the definition
of ‘waters of the United States.’" The agencies intend for the
proposed rule to be “implemented in accordance with Supreme
Court decisions, agency guidance, and longstanding practice,”
ice,”
according to an EPA press release.
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TURF MARKETPLACE

VAC-320
Sweeper Vac
Phone: 519-527-2929 Fax: 519-527-2150
P.O. Box 818, 21 Birch St., Seaforth, ON N0K 1W0
Website: www.advancedequipmentsales.ca

www.The LawnInstitute.org
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: KWMI 16” cut slab harvester with 985
hours. Asking $49,500.
Contact: Tom Haber at 251-979-3945 or
habersodfarms@yahoo.com

CALL TEXAS SOD FOR ALL YOUR SOD NEEDS: New and
used equipment; Parts for all Sod Equipment; Netting, Harvester Tarps,
Trimble GPS Equipment, Sod Staples, Truck Tarps and much more.
Contact: 888-246-4268 or www.TexasSod.com
SALES MIDWEST: Several good used little roll, slab, big
roll, and auto-stacking harvesters for sale. New & Used
Donkey, Brouwer, Kesmac, MasterCraft, First Products,
Progressive. We also offer a full line of parts, Poly Tubes, Degradable
Big Roll Netting, Degradable Field Net & a variety of harvester &
mower blades.
New & Used Equipment Contact: Sales Midwest Inc. at 800-3859408, 913-254-9560 or www.salesmidwest.com.
Contact: Diversified Asset Solutions at 888-888-8133, 913-829-5622
or twollesen@assetbids.com.
Get Registered for Our On-line Turf Auctions – Held Online at:
www.assetbids.com
EQUIPMENT WANTED: Looking for a Brouwer John
Deere, Robomax, 24” low hours. Will also consider Trebro
Shortcut, SC2010.
Contact: Bert Bos, 604-217-0818 or info@bossod.com.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Flatbeds with forklift kits.
We have new 38’and 45’x 102’, Manac, and Clark trailers
in stock with 75 more on order. We have all steel with
wood floors, 12 winches, headboards, LED lights, combo forklift kits,
Moffett, Princeton, Navigator and Palfinger. Steel disc wheels, air ride
slides, fixed air rides and spring slides. We also have Wilson 45' and 48'
combos, aluminum sides rails, aluminum floor, fixed air ride, sliding air
ride, headboard, universal lift kits. 10,500lbs. If we do not have what
you want we can have it built in as little as eight weeks.
Contact: Bill Israel at 404-324-7191 or bill.israel@northstar-trailer.com
FOR SALE: Shattuck Reel mowers: (1) 50' purchased new
in 2007 asking $15,500, (1) 60' of which 40' is 1996 model
and 20' is new in 2008 asking $12,000. Neary 227 semiautomatic Bed Knife Grinder asking $5,500; Neary Spin Reel Grinder
555 asking $10,000, both Nearys new in 2007. 10' Dyna Drive 2007
asking $9,500. 2006 Trebro Quad lift 4700 hours asking $70,000
Contact: Tim at 815-378-8870

Wherever you see this camera icon, visit www.TurfGrassSod.org to view pictures of the advertised items. When viewing the electronic
version of this page, just click on any of the icons above that interest you to proceed directly to the advertiser’s supplied picture.

TPI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING—TARGETED TO TURFGRASS PRODUCERS WORLDWIDE
Buying or selling equipment, supplies, properties, or looking for employment opportunities?
TPI classified advertising is the answer! Reach your target market with a low cost classified ad in Turf News magazine and the
TPI website at www.TurfGrassSod.org.
All classified ads are posted to the TPI website & featured in the matching Turf News issue for one low rate!

Premier Classiﬁed Advertising!
With the Premier Classified Advertising option you can add one photograph to your website ad! The electronic version of Turf
News will link the reader directly to your ad on TPI’s website. Readers of the print version will be able to view your ad with
picture by going to www.TurfGrassSod.org.
Classified Ad Rates:
TPI Member $200….…....Non-member $275
Premier Classified Ad: TPI Member $225………..Non-member $300
Rates are determined in one-inch vertical increments. Please estimate approximately 65 words per inch.
Photos are limited to the website and one photograph per ad.
Deadline: 30-days prior to Turf News issue date (e.g., November/December Turf News issue, ad is due by October 1).
Payment: Classified ads are to be paid in advance—we accept check or Visa, MasterCard & AmEx.
Contact: Please send your classified ad to Geri Hannah via fax 847-649-5678; email ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org or regular mail to:

Turfgrass Producers International, 444 E. Roosevelt Road #346, Lombard, IL 60148 U.S.A.
All classified ads are subject to review; TPI does not endorse any ad and reserves the right to edit or decline any ad.
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WELCOME
NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS

ETP SEMINARS
& TURF EXPO 2017

Julia Bulasheva
Park Dekor
Fedyuninskogo, 43
Tyumen, Tyumenskaya 625062 Russia
+7 3452 500-433
info@parkdekor.ru
Chris Martin
Calturf
806 Santa Paula Way
Davis, CA 95618
(530) 551-8174
turf4u2@gmail.com

The European Turfgrass Producers Association
(ETP) is extending member rates for registration
to all TPI members for their ETP Seminars &
Turf Expo 2017 being held September 28 – 29
in the Netherlands.
For more information, visit the event webpage:
http://www.turfgrassproducers.eu/2017turfshow/
TPI Executive Director Casey Reynolds will be
attending and representing TPI. Make your plans
to join him at this important International event.

Thomas Haber
Haber Sod Farms LLC
31401 W. Maidmont Ln.
Lillian, AL 36549
(251) 962-2542
habersodfarms@yahoo.com
Andrew Soto
Landscape Communications
14771 Plaza Dr., Suite A
Tustin, CA 92780
(714) 979-5276
associations@landscapeonline.com
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TURF INDUSTRY CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER
September 7
Tennessee Turf & Ornamental Field Day
East Tennessee AgResearch & Education Center, Plant Sciences Unit
Contact: https://ag.tennessee.edu/pages/fielddays.aspx
September 12
Iowa Turfgrass – Field Day
ISU Horticulture Research Station
Contact: http://www.iowaturfgrass.org/events.htm
September 12—13
IMPACT WASHINGTON: Advocacy & Leadership
Washington, DC
Contact: http://americanhort.org
September 12—13
5th European Turfgrass Society Field Days
Mendel University & Hotel Avanti, Brno, Czech Rep. (CZ)
Contact: http://www.turfgrasssociety.eu
September 14—16
The Landscape Show
Orange County Convention Center’s North Concourse, Orlando, FL
Contact: http://www.fngla.org/thelandscapeshow/
September 17—22
IGCA Congress 2017 Canada
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada
Contact: http://www.igcacanada2017.ca/home.html
September 21
Illinois Landscape Contractors Association
9th Annual Turf Education Day
Joseph Regenstein, Jr. School at the Chicago Botanic Garden,
Glencoe, IL
https://www.ilca.net/professional/
September 25—27
Florida Turfgrass Association Annual Conference and Show
Innisbrook Golf & Spa Resort, Innisbrook, FL
Contact: 888-974-7528; www.ftga.org
September 28—29
ETP Turf Show
Ysselsteyn (NL)
Contact: http://www.turfgrasssociety.eu

OCTOBER
October 1—3
Northwest Turfgrass Association
71st Annual Northwest Association Conference, Suncadia, WA
Contact: 253-219-8360
October 3
NCSPA 2018 Equipment Field Day
Super-Sod’s Laurinburg Location
Contact: www.ncsod.org
October 18
Colorado Sports Turf Managers Association
2017 Fall Seminar
Douglas County Fairgrounds & Events Center, Castle Rock, CO
Contact: http://www.douglas.co.us/eventscenter/
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October 18-21
2017 PGMS School of Grounds Management & GIE+EXPO
Galt House Hotel & Kentucky Expo Center, Louisville, KY
Contact: http://pgms.org/calendar-of-events/k and www.gie-expo.com/
October 31- November 1
Urban AG Council
Georgia Sod & Turf Field Day
Fort Valley/Perry, GA
Contact: 1.800.687.6949; info@urbanagcouncil.com

NOVEMBER
November 6-10
2017 Irrigation Show & Education Conference
Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, FL
Contact: http://www.irrigation.org/irrigationshow/
November 7-9
The Deep South Turf Expo
Mississippi Coast Convention Center, Biloxi, MS
Contact: DeepSouthTurfExpo.org
November 13-15
Carolinas GCSA Conference & Show
Myrtle Beach Convention Center, Myrtle Beach, SC
Contact: www.carolinasgcsa.org/Education-Conference/Conference-and-Show
November 14-16
Penn State Golf Turf Conference 2017
Nittany Lion Inn, State College Park, PA
Contact: http://psuturf.com/2017/03/golf-turf-conference-2018/
November 14-16
Southwest Turfgrass Association
Recreational Landscape Conference & Expo
Ruidoso Convention Center, Ruidoso, NM
Contact: http://southwestturfgrass.com/
November 15-16
NYSTA Turf & Grounds Exposition
Rochester Riverside Convention Center, Rochester, NY
Contact: http://www.nysta.org/events/calendar.html
November 16-17
Green Industry Show & Conference
BMO Centre, Calgary, Canada
Contact: http://www.greenindustryshow.com/
November 28 – December 1
38th IIABC Convention & Tradeshow
Radisson Hotel Vancouver Airport, Richmond, BC Canada
Contact: kim@irrigationbc.com

FEBRUARY 2018
February 12-15
2018 TPI International
Education Conference & Field Day
Westin La Paloma Resort, Tucson, AZ
Contact: www.TurfGrassSod.org or 847-649-5555
For additional calendar items, visit
www.TurfGrassSod.org.
If you are planning an industry event of interest
to our readers please send the information to:
ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org and put
“Industry Calendar” in the subject line.
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